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iSynopsis
Corrosion of reinforcing steel is a major serviceability issue with reinforced
concrete structures, often resulting in significant section and bond loss.
However, current non-destructive diagnostic techniques do not allow
corrosion to be reliably detected at the very early stages of the process,
before damage to the concrete occurs. This research describes the
development of an Acoustic Emission (AE) technique as a practical tool for
the early detection of corrosion of reinforcing steel embedded in concrete.
The study falls into three main areas: (i) determining the influential
material parameters of reinforced concrete that affect the magnitude of
the acoustic emissions; (ii) investigating the influence of diurnal and
seasonal temperature variations on corrosion rate and thus the rate of
acoustic emissions; and (iii) developing a testing and evaluation
procedure that combines the findings of the first two stages with existing
knowledge about corrosion and deterioration of concrete structures.
In the first phase of the research material parameters such as cover
thickness, compressive strength and rebar diameter were investigated to
ascertain the influence of varying these factors on the magnitude of AE
Energy obtained per gram of steel loss. The experimental results
confirmed that early age corrosion, verified by internal visual inspection
and mass loss measurements, can be detected by AE before any external
signs of cracking. Furthermore results show that compressive strength
was the primary influential parameter, indicating an exponential, empirical
relationship between compressive strength and AE Energy.
An increase in temperature usually induces an increase in corrosion
activity, which should be measurable using the AE technique.
Consequently the influences of seasonal and diurnal temperature
variations were investigated to determine their impact on undertaking AE
measurements. This phase of the research demonstrated that seasonal
variations in temperature impart a negligible influence on measured AE
Energy. However measurement of AE Energy per hour followed trends in
the diurnal temperature and corrosion rate evolution, these being in a
state of constant flux. Therefore AE measurements of corrosion in
reinforced concrete are more responsive to a change in temperature, and
so corrosion rate, as opposed to a specific and constant corrosion rate.
In the final phase practical experience with AE from site trials and
laboratory work were coupled with leading research and existing
knowledge of corrosion in concrete and structural deterioration, to develop
a testing and evaluation procedure for on-site application. This rigorous
procedure enables reliable corrosion measurements to be undertaken on
reinforced concrete structures using AE technology and enabling an
assessment of the rate of corrosion induced damage to be made. As far as
the author is aware this is the first site testing procedure for detecting
corrosion in reinforced concrete using AE. Future research in this area
might involve more site testing with a view to improving accuracy and
analysis of on-site data, underpinning the developed procedure.
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Prelude
This thesis consists of a discourse and five academic papers. It has been
written so that the discourse can be read as a stand-alone document,
providing an overview of the whole project while incorporating the key
findings of the papers. Adopting this strategy will enable the reader to
read through the discourse without having to constantly refer to the
papers. References are made to the papers throughout the discourse as
necessary, thus linking the contents of the papers into the overall theme
of the project.
It is recommended that the discourse be read first and the papers second.
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11 Introduction
1.1 Scope of Thesis
Reinforced concrete is an economical, versatile and highly successful
construction material used extensively worldwide. However, whilst the use
of concrete is vast and it is usually a strong, durable and long lasting
material, occasionally it does not perform to its required specification
throughout its service life as a result of poor design, poor workmanship,
more severe environmental conditions than anticipated or through a
combination of these factors.
Corrosion of the reinforcing steel is a major serviceability issue with
reinforced concrete structures. The effects of this process normally
manifest themselves as cracking and spalling of the concrete cover and /
or as unsightly rust stains on the surface, all of which are becoming
familiar sights on many of the older structures within the UK and
worldwide.
This thesis reports on the research undertaken during the development of
AeCORR, a non-destructive corrosion detection technique for reinforced
concrete. AeCORR is an innovative application of Acoustic Emission (AE)
technology to an area where little previous research has been reported.
The research investigated the suitability of the technique to detect
reinforcement corrosion through experimental studies and field trials.
Preliminary tests highlighted a number of factors that were considered to
have an influence on the magnitude of acoustic emissions generated by
corrosion. Consequently, these factors were subjected to a more rigorous
examination.
Results obtained from site trials and laboratory work have been coupled
with current research and existing knowledge of corrosion in concrete and
structural deterioration, to develop a testing and evaluation procedure for
on-site application. This rigorous procedure should enable reliable
corrosion measurements to be undertaken on reinforced concrete
structures using AE technology, enabling an assessment of the rate of
corrosion induced damage to be made.
Section 1 introduces the general subject domain, providing an overview of
electrochemical corrosion theory together with a background to acoustic
emission technology. Section 1 concludes emphasising the requirement
for a new detection method for reinforced concrete structures.
Section 2 details the aim and objectives of the project and identifies the
tasks undertaken to achieve the aim and objectives.
The methodology of the experimental work is presented in Section 3, and
also outlines the accelerated corrosion techniques adopted for this study.
An overview of the testing programme is provided in Section 4. The
results and analyses of the experimental work are documented in the
2appended papers. The key findings of the project are presented in Section
5, which represents the conclusions of the research.
1.2 Industrial Sponsorship
The AeCORR group is a collaborative research group between engineering
contractors, consultants and academia, where each party had provided
specific and unique expertise from their individual specialities to create a
solid and coherent research group.
1.2.1 Balvac Whitley Moran Limited
Balvac Whitley Moran Limited operates as a principal contractor within the
bridge refurbishment and strengthening market as well as for the repair
and maintenance of buildings and other infrastructure such as car parks,
roads and marine structures.
Balvac have a vested interest in the development of a corrosion detection
tool for reinforced concrete which could potentially be exploited through
their sister company, Testing and Analysis Limited (Testal). Testal
provides specialist technical services to the construction industry and is
primarily involved in pile testing, noise and vibration monitoring,
structural monitoring and diagnostic testing of structures.
1.2.2 Physical Acoustics Limited
Physical Acoustics Limited (PAL) provide acoustic emission and non-
destructive testing solutions and instrumentation. PAL is internationally
renowned for its specialisation in acoustic emission applications and
instrumentation equipment.
PAL has a strong track record for developing successful practical solutions
in an industrial context which result in new test procedures, training
courses and technology transfer methods. PAL have assisted the project
through provision of a four-channel Acoustic Emission Monitoring system,
software, PC and technical support in kind to the project.
1.2.3 Atkins Consultants Limited
Atkins Consultants provide a professional, technologically based
consultancy and support service, operating worldwide. Atkins work with
public and private sector clients in a range of markets, including, but not
limited to, rail, roads, telecoms, nuclear and aviation. Atkins have
provided technical advice and financial assistance with the project.
1.3 Background to the Research
Every concrete structure is constructed to fulfil a specific requirement
hence it is essential that every concrete structure should maintain its
3required strength and serviceability during its designed service life. In
practice this is not always achieved due to physical actions, mechanical
processes and or chemical attack which can accelerate deterioration of the
structure (Neville 1997). Chemical attack may include the penetration of
chlorides and carbon dioxide to the depth of the steel which under certain
circumstances can initiate corrosion. Continued corrosion can result in the
loss of bond between the steel and concrete accompanied by a loss of
reinforcement section, presenting a major durability issue. Such is the
magnitude of the problem, it is estimated to cost the UK £500 m a year in
maintenance costs (Page et al 1996).
1.3.1 Corrosion Mechanism
Steel reinforcing bars embedded in concrete are usually protected against
corrosion due to the formation of a stable oxide film on the surface of the
metal due to the highly alkaline environment afforded by the concrete. In
many cases the passive film remains intact for the life of the structure,
arresting corrosion of the steel to negligible values (<0.1 mA/cm2).
However, the passivating environment provided by the hardened cement
paste cannot always be sustained. Chloride attack and carbonation of the
cover concrete are two processes that can result in depassivation of the
protective layer, instigating corrosion.
Corrosion is an electrochemical process driven by a difference in
electrochemical potential between two regions on a steel surface. An
electrochemical cell can be instantaneously created which consists of an
anodic and cathodic reaction. The pore water contained in the hardened
cement paste provides ionic continuity between the anode and cathode. At
the anode, the metal ions pass into solution as positively charged ferrous
ions (Fe2+), liberating electrons that travel through the steel to the
cathode. At the cathode, O2 and H2O react with the free electrons from the
anode to form hydroxyl ions (OH-) which migrate towards the anode and
react with the ferrous ions diffusing from the anode, balancing the charge
and forming an electrically neutral ferrous hydroxide Fe(OH)2. The ferrous
hydroxide can undergo further oxidation reactions with H2O and O2
present in the concrete matrix forming a hydrous ferric oxide Fe2O3.3H2O
(haematite) recognisable as a red-brown rust.
The diffusion of aggressive species (such as Cl- or CO2) to the level of the
reinforcement occurs over a period of time referred to by Tuutti (1982) as
the initiation period. The duration of the initiation period is primarily
dependent on the permeability and thickness of the concrete cover which
provides physical resistance to the diffusion of chloride ions and carbon
dioxide (Mangat and Molly 1992). Once the aggressive species have
penetrated to the level of the reinforcement and have destroyed the
passive film, corrosion may initiate in the presence of H2O and O2 and will
propagate until repair eventually becomes compulsory either due to
delamination of the cover or severe section loss of the rebars. The rate of
corrosion, controlled by factors such as temperature, oxygen
concentration and relative humidity (RH) (Lopez and González 1993) in
conjunction with cover thickness and rebar diameter will usually define the
4length of this deterioration phase, known as the propagation period
(Tuutti, 1982).
1.3.2 Acoustic Emission
Acoustic emission has been described by Weng et al (1982) as being “a
phenomenon whereby transient elastic stress waves are produced by a
rapid release of energy from a localised source within a system”. The
elastic stress waves result from the sudden release of elastic energy which
can arise from mechanical deformations, initiation and propagation of
micro cracks, dislocation movement, impact, phase transformations and
other irreversible changes in a material which result in a sudden
movement of atoms (Beattie 1983; Ouyang et al 1991).
An acoustic wave will radiate out in all directions away from the source as
it propagates through the material and once it reaches the surface it can
be detected by a piezoelectric transducer, which converts the acoustic
emission into an electrical signal. The collection, interpretation and
analysis of the acoustic emission signal forms the basis of the AE testing
technique.
AE is widely used as a non-destructive evaluation method for testing
metallic or reinforced plastic vessels on-site (Mazille et al 1995), pipelines,
aircraft (Carlyle et al 1999), bucket trucks (Mitchell and Taggart 1983)
and more recently, has been applied to deteriorating concrete structures
(Matsuyama et al 1994; Shigeishi et al 2000).
1.3.3 AE Systems
Details of AE instrumentation design, operation and signal processing
have been reported in detail by Beattie (1983) and Pollock (1989) with an
overview of a typical AE system provided by Dixon et al (2003). Modern
AE systems consist of an analogue to digital converter, a pre and post
amplifier, filtering capabilities and a transducer. The more common types
of transducer have a preferred frequency of oscillation, referred to as the
resonant frequency, governed by the piezoelectric crystal’s size or shape.
Consequently, the sensor is usually only excited by acoustic emissions
containing the resonant frequency component, causing the transducer to
‘ring’ at its own natural frequency of oscillation generating an acoustic
emission signal, which is the electrical output of the transducers response
to the acoustic emission. Therefore, the selection of the appropriate
transducer plays a major element in the success of any AE system, as the
resonance must coincide with one of the characteristic frequencies
contained in the source mechanism to enable detection.
Resonant sensors are commonly used in the field as opposed to
broadband transducers due to their ability to effectively filter out
unwanted frequencies encountered in background noise together with the
amplification of the resonant frequency component in the original acoustic
emission. Additionally, resonant sensors are significantly cheaper and
more robust than their broadband counterparts. The filtering out of
5background noises is generally achieved by the use of sensors that are
resonant at a frequency greater than approximately 100 kHz. However,
increasing the resonant frequency of the sensor will reduce the effective
detection range due to the greater attenuation of high frequency signals
as they travel through the material. Hence a trade off exists between
minimising the effect of background noise and maximising the detection
range of each transducer. The frequency of the transducers used in this
study has not been presented by request of the sponsoring organisations
as it represents proprietary information.
One of the main features of an AE signal is the largest voltage peak (Vp) in
the AE signal waveform (AE hit). This value is usually expressed in
decibels (dBAE) relative to a reference level (Vo) of 1 microvolt at the
preamplifier input (PAL Short Course 2001). The signal amplitude (Ap) in
dBAE is defined in Equation [1] as:
Ap (dBAE) = 20 log Vp/Vo [1]
The initial processing stage in any AE system is the acceptance or
rejection of acoustic emissions on the basis of signal amplitude by means
of setting a threshold. Without a threshold the system will be unable to
distinguish transient waveforms from the continuous low amplitude
emission arising from the background and system noise. In practice, the
threshold can be increased or decreased to adjust the sensitivity of the
system accordingly.
Figure 1.1 Typical AE waveform and envelope, defining main parameters
A signal with a maximum amplitude exceeding the threshold is recorded
as an AE hit and is processed to extract the feature data; the measurable
characteristics of the waveform, such as peak amplitude, signal duration
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6and counts, which are illustrated in Figure 1.1 for a single AE hit. This
information is stored for post-test analysis, but is also displayed
graphically in real time to enable an instant assessment of the data to be
made.
1.4 Context of the Research
1.4.1 Problem Definition
Corrosion of steel in concrete is a very complex phenomenon of which the
rate of the reaction is in a state of constant flux in response to the non-
stationary environment in which concrete structures are usually situated
(Andrade & Alonso 2001; Liu & Weyers 1998). Consequently, detection of
corrosion in concrete is not a simple task and to date it is argued that it is
very difficult to determine the rate of corrosion induced damage occurring
within the structure. This often results in corrosion becoming apparent
only once surface deterioration has occurred. Half-cells can successfully be
used to indicate ‘hotspots’ within a structure, although are not able to
determine the rate of deterioration.
The final oxides produced due to the corrosion reaction can have an
increase in volume of anywhere between two to ten times that of the steel
from which it was reduced (Carney et al 1990). The resultant volumetric
increase exerts high tensile forces at the steel / concrete interface that
exceed the tensile capacity of the concrete thus induces cracking, spalling
or delamination of the concrete. This can improve access for further
aggressive species as well as O2 and H2O to the steel surface, inducing an
increase in the rate of corrosion. The subsequent loss of bond between the
reinforcement and the concrete and reduction in cross sectional area at
the anode reduces the composite action of the component, which may
inevitably lead to a reduction in the load carrying capacity of the
structure.
Early detection of corrosion minimises the structural damage and
therefore may reduce the cost of repair whilst maximising the repair
options available. Therefore, a need exists for a technique that is able to
detect early age corrosion, before any significant deterioration or visual
damage has occurred to the concrete. Such a technique should be non-
destructive in nature to prevent incurring damage which early intervention
is designed to prevent. The technique should have the ability to indicate
the rate of corrosion-induced damage so that assessments can be made
regarding the urgency of intervention. Existing non-destructive methods
do not allow corrosion to be reliably detected at the very early stages of
the process, before significant damage to the concrete occurs, nor do they
indicate the level of damage occurring to the concrete.
1.4.2 Acoustic Emission Research
The ability of acoustic emission to detect microscopic alterations occurring
in a material, together with its passive and non-destructive nature makes
7it an ideal candidate for corrosion detection. A review of the key research
is presented in more detail in Paper 3, however, some of the earliest
research was undertaken by Rettig and Felsen (1976) who reported a
good correlation between AE counts and the corrosion of Fe and Al wire in
hydrochloric acid, measured by the volume of hydrogen evolved, where
counts is the number of times an acoustic signal exceeds a pre-set
threshold (Hill and Stephens 1974). Seah et al. (1992) successfully
correlated AE activities with the corrosion rate of mild steel in various
molarities of hydrochloric acid. Based on the acoustic emission count rate,
they reported it possible to distinguish between uniform corrosion, non-
uniform corrosion and intense localised corrosion. More recently,
Fregonese et al (2001) studied the response of AE to the development of
pitting corrosion on AISI 316L austentic stainless steel in a 3% NaCl
solution and demonstrated that AE was able to differentiate between the
initiation and propagation stage, where in the latter case the evolution of
hydrogen bubbles was the apparent cause of emission.
Research in AE techniques has also been applied to concrete as a method
of non destructive testing (Kobayashi et al 1980; Maji & Shah 1988;
Ohtsu et al 1991). Li and Shah (1994) successfully used AE on concrete
undergoing uniaxial tensile tests, where they reported the cause of
emission to be the nucleation of microcracks. Whilst AE has also been
used as a method to monitor the structural integrity of beams placed
under increasing loads with various levels of corrosion induced damage
(Yuyama, et al 1999; Yoon et al 2000). AE has also been involved in the
detection of steel reinforcement corrosion (Weng et al 1982; Dunn et al
1984, Li et al 1998 & Idrissi and Limam, 2000).
Weng et al (1982) undertook polarisation scans, impressed voltage testing
of reinforced concrete specimens and testing of freely corroding
specimens with AE monitoring. They used a Dunegan / Endevco (D/E)
Model 5140B transducer whilst recording the AE counts over time using a
D/E Model 920 Distribution Analyser. Polarisation scans were performed
on bare ‘Number 4’  reinforcing steel in a saturated Ca(OH)2 solution and
on a reinforced concrete specimen placed on a wick saturated in sea
water. The anodic and cathodic scan results showed that AE activity,
associated with oxygen and hydrogen evolution respectively, was
recorded from the bare steel bar in the saturated Ca(OH)2 solution in
contrast to the steel embedded in concrete where no AE was detected.
This suggested that the evolution of gas was not a separate phase within
the concrete and therefore not a source of AE. They reported that
microcracking due to the progressive build up of solid corrosion products
was the probable cause of AE.
The results from the impressed voltage experiments indicated a sharp
increase in counts per day corresponding to an increase in current,
assumed to be due to an increase in anodic dissolution. Furthermore, by
using spatial filtering techniques they obtained a general relationship
between the location of corrosion and sites of greatest AE activity. The
freely corroding experiments demonstrated the ability of AE to distinguish
between active and passive reinforced concrete on the basis of counts per
day.
8Dunn et al (1984) continued the work undertaken by Weng et al (1982)
investigating the relationship between corrosion induced cracking and the
respective AE signal characteristics based on analysis of the amplitude
distribution parameter, b, (calculated by the division of a logarithmic
decade change in counts by a decade change in amplitude). The
amplitude distribution parameter is strongly related to the source
mechanism such that plastic deformation will result in a large value of b
and brittle crack growth will show a lower b value (Dilipkumar et al 1979).
Dunn et al (1984) supported this by reporting that a sudden increase in
counts, coupled with a lower b value strongly suggests “significant” crack
growths and higher amplitude AE events.
Li et al (1998) reported the results of AE monitoring of a steel rebar in HCl
solutions of 1, 5, 10 and 15% concentrations and AE monitoring of
reinforced concrete specimens undergoing wet and drying. Using
transducers connected to an AMS3 system and LaCoy A-D module
respectively, they reported a close relationship between AE and corrosion
rate of rebar in the aqueous solution and the ability of AE to detect
corrosion of embedded steel 12 days before galvanic current and half-cell
potential indicated that corrosion was occurring.
The literature review returned three important findings; the most
important of these being that corrosion of reinforced concrete could be
detected using AE. Secondly, the source of emission was different for
metals in solutions where it is suggested that AE is due to gas bubble
evolution, whereas in concrete, the source is considered to be due to
concrete micro fracture, induced by the build up of internal stresses from
the expansive oxide formation. Finally, whilst research by Li et al (1998)
indicated a clear relationship between AE rate and the rebar corrosion
rate, they reported that “further research is needed to quantify and
calibrate the relationship between the AE signal and rebar corrosion in
concrete before applying this technique to field practice”. Furthermore
more focused and detailed research is required to enable AE to be applied
to real structures (Weng et al (1982)).
92 Aims and Objectives
2.1 Overall Aim of the Research
Corrosion of reinforcing steel has been identified as being a major
problem in reinforced concrete structures, yet existing techniques, such as
half-cell potential, fall short of providing reliable and accurate information
about the rate of occurrence of corrosion induced deterioration. Previous
research has identified that AE is capable of detecting corrosion in
concrete within a laboratory environment, but to date the technique has
not been quantified, calibrated or applied as a site investigation method.
In this research, detailed experimental laboratory work has been used to
develop the AE technique to a stage where it can be applied on site. Thus
the overall aim of the research was defined as the following:
To create a viable corrosion detection, evaluation and monitoring system
for the detection of corrosion of embedded rebars in reinforced concrete
using the AE technique.
2.2 Research Objectives
In order to achieve the aim, the following objectives were identified:
1. Establish an understanding of reinforced concrete corrosion theory.
2. Establish an understanding of the acoustic emission technology.
3. Investigate and devise suitable test methods to accelerate corrosion in
a realistic manner but within a reasonable time frame.
These first three objectives were set to provide the practical and
theoretical foundation for the main research studies, which addressed five
further objectives:
4. Establish if the acoustic emission system, provided for the project, can
detect the corrosion of reinforcing steel embedded in concrete.
5. Establish and investigate what factors may influence the magnitude of
acoustic emissions generated by steel corrosion in concrete.
6. Investigate the influence of diurnal and seasonal temperature
variations on corrosion rate and corresponding changes in acoustic
emission.
7. Investigate the effect of corrosion rate on the rate and magnitude of
acoustic emissions.
8. Develop a procedural manual for corrosion testing which takes into
account the material, electrochemical and concrete variations to both
the magnitude of acoustic emissions and the rate of corrosion.
10
The experimental study was limited to investigating chloride-induced
corrosion as this was considered by the industrial parties to be the most
prevalent and severe form of corrosion in the UK.
11
3 Methodology
3.1 Methodological Considerations
The following methodology was developed to achieve the aim and the
objectives set out in Section 2:
1. The fundamental principles of electrochemical corrosion theory were
studied to provide an understanding of corrosion kinetics,
thermodynamics and electrochemical corrosion rate measurement
techniques. This information was combined with subject specific
corrosion knowledge obtained from texts and published papers
during the literature review. The literature review also
encompassed the fundamental principles of AE as well as details of
previous research where AE had been applied to detect corrosion in
both aqueous solutions and reinforced concrete. This provided an
up to date assessment of where previous research had reached, in
addition to how other researchers had attempted to tackle the
problems associated with reinforced concrete corrosion and
detection, together with the conclusions they had drawn.
2. Preliminary trials were undertaken to evaluate the suitability of the
wet / dry cycling technique as a method to accelerate reinforcement
corrosion in conjunction with AE monitoring. Practical experience
was gained in accelerated corrosion techniques and detecting
corrosion using the system provided by Physical Acoustics Limited.
This facilitated the opportunity to assess what the main sources of
emission were and how they might be dealt with, including, but not
limited to, selection of a suitable detection threshold. Appropriate
AE measurement parameters were also considered during this stage
of the research.
3. Impressed current testing was undertaken to induce corrosion of
the reinforcement within a shorter time scale than that of the wet /
dry technique and to enable continuous AE monitoring. These tests
were designed to detect and monitor corrosion of the embedded
steel from initiation until failure of the concrete cover to establish
what factors influence the magnitude of the AE. Findings from this
stage highlighted the possible significance of the material properties
of the concrete on the magnitude of AE.
4. An experimental programme was devised investigating how
concrete strength, cover thickness, rebar diameter and aggregate
size influenced the Absolute Energy (ABS Energy) per gram of steel
mass loss. Emphasis was placed on detecting the very early stages
of corrosion, before external visual evidence occurred, thus
evaluating the sensitivity of the technique.
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5. The influence of seasonal and diurnal temperature variations on the
rate of corrosion and AE was investigated to establish what
implications were involved when testing at particular times of the
day or year. The programme involved exposing prisms with cast in
chlorides, coupled to chloride free prisms to diurnal cycles and
temperatures representative of various times of the year in the UK.
Galvanic currents were monitored whilst undertaking continuous AE
measurements.  This part of the research also provided realistic
estimations of the durations required to enable detection of low
rates of corrosion. AE obtained at these lower corrosion rates was
compared with data obtained during the impressed current
experiments to observe how different corrosion rates influenced the
AE.
6. The development of a testing and evaluation procedure was
achieved by incorporating the laboratory research with existing
structural deterioration assessment methods, current research in
corrosion of reinforcement obtained from the literature review and
from site testing, undertaken when access to sites was available.
The site testing highlighted practical issues and enabled correlation
of data with that obtained within the laboratory environment.
3.2 Methodology Overview
A flow diagram illustrating the development of the methodology is given in
Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Overview of research methodology
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3.3 Accelerated Corrosion Techniques
The duration of the initiation phase may last for decades depending upon
the concrete type, cover thickness and exposure conditions.
Consequently, to study reinforcement corrosion effectively within a
realistic time frame it is necessary to accelerate the initiation period and
occasionally control the rate of corrosion during the propagation phase.
Accelerated chloride induced corrosion techniques are frequently applied
in corrosion studies. Three methods are common; admixed chlorides,
impressed voltage / current and wet / drying techniques.
Adding a sufficient percentage of chlorides by weight of cement to the
concrete during casting will usually eliminate the passive potential range,
permitting general corrosion of the reinforcement. The appropriate
quantity of chlorides to admix was investigated (Lopez et al 1993;
Lambert et al 1991) and it was found that additions as low as 1% by
weight of cement are considered to pose a high risk of corrosion in good
quality concrete (BRE 1982). However the usual quantity of chlorides
admixed for accelerated testing is in the range of 2-4% NaCl by weight of
cement. Adding greater quantities, such as 4-6% is reported to result in a
negligible difference in the corrosion rate in comparison to when only 2%
is added (Lopez et al 1993).
The impressed current technique involves either polarising the steel to a
constant potential (potentiostatic method) or applying a fixed anodic
current (galvanostatic method) to the rebar. A more detailed analysis of
the impressed current method is delivered in Paper 1, (Section 4).
The wet / dry method is described in detail in ASTM G109 where it
recommends ingressing chlorides into the concrete post hydration through
alternate cycles of wetting and drying.
3.4 Acoustic Emission Testing Procedure
3.4.1 Threshold Selection
The initial step in developing an AE procedure is to establish the hardware
and software requirements including the operational threshold of the
system. The threshold value specifies the minimum trigger level of an
acoustic hit, influencing channel sensitivity and the quality of the data. If
the threshold is set too low the acquisition system cannot differentiate
between transient signal bursts and the continuous emission.
The threshold was determined experimentally by monitoring a concrete
cube (100 x 100 x 100 mm) with the threshold initially set to 25 dBAE
using a single transducer mounted directly onto the centre of the top face
of the cube. The enhanced sensitivity of the system due to the repeater
amplifiers (Model 1224 with a 20 dB gain) resulted in the recording of a
continuous low amplitude emission originating from the background, the
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formation, microcrack initiation and propagation, for example, a number
of different source mechanisms, each having their own characteristics, will
be present in any single data set. Consequently, for neural networks to be
able to identify corrosion based acoustic emission, it is necessary to know
and isolate these individual sources to enable the software to be trained
correctly.
As it was not possible to isolate each potential source, the software was
trained using a supervised training method, which involved classifying
different emissions within a data set based on human judgement.
Consequently the software could only repeat what it had learned from the
training thus effectively automated what was being undertaken manually,
and with varying degrees of success.
At this stage, it was concluded that the best approach to eliminating
extraneous emission is to carefully identify potential sources before
undertaking any AE test to enable suitable controls to be put in place and
to record in the test notes any sources of extraneous emission to enable a
degree of post test filtering based on the time the extraneous events
occurred. Locating a control sensor in an area where corrosion is
considered unlikely can aid identification of extraneous emission by
enabling removal of the extraneous data from all other channels based on
the time the event is received by the control. This process forms an
essential part of the testing procedure.
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4 Development of a Corrosion Detection
Technique
4.1 Formation of a Research Path
A flow diagram outlining the research methodology was given in Figure
3.1. The project encompassed site work and laboratory work, the results
of each feeding into a testing and evaluation procedure.
The laboratory work was required to substantiate and calibrate the
technique hence much of the research was devoted to the laboratory
studies. The main activities in the laboratory research programme have
been drawn schematically in Figure 4.1 to illustrate the progression of the
research emphasising how the findings of the preceding activities,
indicated by information flow lines, were incorporated into the next phase
of the research. The information flows have been summarised in Table
4.1.
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Figure 4.1 Laboratory research programme.
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Information
Flow
Summary of Information
1-2 How to use the AE acquisition system and software.
Corrosion and AE theory.
ASTM G109 method for accelerating corrosion.
Undertaking half-cell potential measurements.
1-3 Impressed current testing methods, suitable current ranges, oxide
properties
1-4 Cast in chloride method – percentage of chlorides required, curing
methods.
1-5 Influence of rebar / cover diameter, Influence of cleaning the rebar prior to
casting, Electrochemical theory, polarisation theory and Faraday’s Law.
1-6 Environmental dynamics; RH behaviour in concrete, influence of
temperature and RH on corrosion rate. Typical diurnal temperatures for UK.
Galvanic corrosion measurements. Changes in oxide composition.
Coefficients of expansion of steel and concrete.
1-7 Environmental dynamics, RH behaviour in concrete, influence of
temperature and RH on corrosion rate. Typical seasonal temperatures for
UK. Galvanic corrosion measurements. Other similar research.
1-8 Existing diagnostic techniques such as half-cell, resistivity and reinforced
concrete inspection techniques. Factors influencing the rate of corrosion in
reinforced concrete with time. Influence of environment, orientation,
elevation and exposure of structure.
2-3 Suitable AE measurement parameters, experimental sources of extraneous
emission, suitability of  the ASTM G109 method.
3-5 Possible factors that influence magnitude of AE; cover thickness, strength,
rebar diameter. Hydration induced extraneous emission.
4-6, 4-7 Acclimatisation procedure and sensitivity to water loss.
4-8 Strength of concrete has an effect of magnitude of ABS Energy per gram of
mass loss.
6-8 Influence of change in temperature on AE rate.
7-8 Change in temperature across the seasons has relatively little influence.
Table 4.1 Information flow between investigations during the laboratory research
4.2 Preliminary Testing
Preliminary testing was undertaken to achieve the following:
1. Establish means of accelerating corrosion in a short time period.
2. Determine if corrosion activity was detectable with the AE system
set-up and by mounting a transducer directly onto the surface of
the concrete.
3. To identify if ABSTDD was a suitable acoustic emission measurement
parameter.
4. To set the amplitude threshold and to practically experience
accelerated corrosion techniques.
The above tasks addressed the main objectives 2, 3 and 4 set out in
Section 2.2. The preliminary tests consisted of two reinforced concrete
samples of dimensions 100x100x300. Both prisms contained three 10-mm
diameter R10 rebars arranged in a triangular formation as specified in
ASTM G 109-93. The prisms were cast with a concrete containing 385
kg/m3 of Type I Portland cement, 623 kg/m3 fine aggregate and 1174
kg/m3 course aggregate with a w/c ratio of 0.47. Chlorides were not
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admixed during casting to prevent general corrosion of the rebar from
occurring. Thus, depassivation of the rebar was achieved by ponding a 3%
NaCl solution on the surface of one of the specimens using the wet/dry
method. To increase the rate of chloride ingress, an anodic current of 1
A/m2 was applied during the NaCl ponding cycles using a Thurlby Thandar
PL320 power supply set to constant current mode. The cathode was a 100
mm length of copper tubing (10 mm diameter) and was immersed inside
the dam. The second specimen was designated a control and was not
subjected to either chloride ponding or an impressed current. However a
plexi-glass dam was attached to the top surface and filled with distilled
water in synchrony with the wetting and drying cycles of the other beam.
A single AE transducer was placed on the top surface of each beam and
the specimens monitored during periods of wetting and drying and current
application. The galvanic corrosion current from the corroding sample was
recorded at the start and end of each test. The temperature and relative
humidity of the room was fixed at 20oC, 65% RH.
Significant acoustic emissions were recorded on the beam undergoing
accelerated chloride ingress during and post application of the current in
comparison to the control, indicating that corrosion activity was being
detected. However, the control also emitted AE with marked increases in
AE activity under certain test conditions. Whilst the magnitude and rate of
this emission was significantly lower, the presence of this emission
introduced an element of uncertainty into what mechanisms were being
detected in both beams. Consequently, the sources of the emission from
the control (presumably also occurring in the corroding sample) needed to
be identified to be able to eliminate them from future tests.
 The major sources of emissions were identified as arising from:
· Adding water to the dam. This induced emission for at least 24
hours.
· Removing water and allowing the specimens to dry generated
significant emissions for over a period of days.
· The young age of the concrete. AE was recorded from the control
throughout the test. This was later considered to be due to the
relatively young age of the concrete (one month old at the start of
the test).
· Application of current. In some instances this resulted in over 6
million hits per day, compared to only 800 / day when the current
was removed.
· Corrosion of the reinforcement.
Furthermore, the measurement parameter, ABSTDD was found to be
unsuitable as the emissions recorded above the threshold represented
only a very small fraction of the total ABS energy (0.5 and 0.04% for the
active and control specimen respectively), in the absence of an applied
current or water induced emission. This suggests that there was a high
level of activity sub threshold with respect to the acoustic emission above
the threshold, which cannot be attributed to corrosion alone.
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Consequently, all future analysis involved analysis of the transient events
exceeding the threshold.
A review of the method concluded that whilst the acceleration procedure
enabled measurement of a galvanic current and corrosion could proceed
‘naturally’ once depassivation had occurred, the samples could not be
continuously monitored from the start of the experiment due to the
extraneous emission induced by wetting and drying. As a result, the onset
of corrosion could not be detected. Additionally, following removal of the
anodic current, there was no control over the rate of corrosion which
tended to decrease over time and difficulties were experienced
maintaining a galvanic current.
4.3 Impressed Current Testing
The initial tests indicated that corrosion of reinforcing steel was detectable
using the acoustic emission equipment supplied by Physical Acoustics
Limited and that the resonant frequency of the transducer was compatible
with the source mechanism. However the wetting and drying technique
was not the ideal acceleration method for the reasons discussed above.
Consequently the second phase of the research focused upon the
suitability of the impressed current method and addressed objectives 1, 2,
3 and partly 7.
Figure 4.2 Dimensions of cast beams (Beams cut along dashed lines)
As a preliminary study, six reinforced concrete beams of dimensions
100x50x500 mm were cast in the configuration shown in Figure 4.2, with
a designed characteristic strength of 30 MPa. The mix proportions were as
described in Section 4.2. Each beam was reinforced as indicated in Figure
4.2, and the last 20 mm of each bar end was wrapped in electrical
insulation tape prior to casting to eliminate edge effects. The beams were
water cured for 28 days, before being cut with a diamond studded saw
into four, so providing 24 smaller prisms of dimensions 50x50x250 mm.
The prisms were stored in laboratory conditions of 20oC +/- 5oC for a
minimum of 28 days before testing. Corrosion was accelerated using the
impressed current method described in Section 3.1.3 and also in more
500 mm
100 mm
50 mm
16 mm
10 mm
24 mm
Rebar
17 16  17 mm
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detail in Paper 1, (Section 2) and Paper 2, (Section 2.3). Seven small
beams with a T16 rebar were subjected to an applied current of
100µA/cm2 for a period of 3-10 days. A further eight beams were
subjected to 10µA/cm2  for a period of 18-23 days until visual signs of
corrosion were evident on the external faces of the specimens (six with a
T12 rebar and two beams with a T16).
Extraneous emission arising from water adsorption was eliminated by pre-
soaking the specimens for at least 2 days prior to testing and, during the
experiment, by placing them on a wet wick as opposed to immersing them
in the electrolyte. Placing the specimens on the wick also prevented direct
contact with the cathode, thus removing the AE associated with cathodic
bubble evolution due to applying a current.
Prisms originating from the same cut beam were tested simultaneously to
reduce any variability arising from different mixes, ages and compaction.
The acoustic emission set-up is as described in Papers 1-3 (Section 2).
Upon completion of the tests, each sample was visually examined for
surface damage and photographed. The cover and rebar were separated
to inspect the extent of corrosion and to examine the oxide transportation
through the cover.
The impressed current technique induced corrosion in all samples and was
accompanied by significant acoustic emission with respect to the controls.
It was noted that in most instances corrosion was initiated around
aggregates that were in very close contact to the reinforcing bar,
supporting Aligizaki et al (2000) who also reported this behaviour. The AE
results could broadly be split into either a high or low AE energy category,
as shown in Figure 4.3 showing the results for the beams at 100µA/cm2.
Figure 4.3 Cumulative energy results illustrating high and low AE energy.
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During close examination of the specimens it was noted that the migrating
path of the oxides from the steel bar into the cover mainly occurred
through the interfacial transition zone (ITZ) between the cement paste
and aggregates. Moreover, in the low energy emission beams there was a
higher incidence of a single aggregate breaching the entire width of the
cover, resulting in a number of failure paths which in some instances
resulted in oxide staining of up to 70% of the surface of one face of the
prism. This occurred primarily due to the rebars moving during casting,
resulting in very low cover. Conversely, in the high-energy samples
(Beams 1,6,7), only very small visual patches of staining on the external
faces occurred, accompanied by cracking on the damaged face. Visual
examination of the inside of the cover revealed that in these instances the
cover was thicker resulting in the oxides having a more tortuous path and
being restricted to a small number of locations which consisted of number
of interlocking aggregates rather than a single aggregate. An exception to
this pattern was noted with Beam 2, which emitted high energy yet a high
level of visual deterioration was noted on the surface of the beam. In this
instance the cover was so low that it consisted almost entirely of cement
paste. Consequently the migration path was through the paste as opposed
to around aggregates, which may account for the higher energy.
At the bar level, the oxides were typically a black – green paste / liquid
which looked ‘wet’ upon opening, but after initial exposure to the
environment turned to an orange colour. The black / green paste is typical
of the type of oxide formed under high chloride environments where
oxygen availability is reduced due to water saturation, such as in marine
structures.  It was assumed that the oxides migrated through the cover
whilst in the liquid phase and hydrated with the oxygen, water and high
alkalinity within the cover to form what is assumed to be a hydrated ferric
hydroxide.
This initial work suggested that the magnitude of AE was strongly
influenced by the construction of the concrete cover, which determined
the manner through which the oxides migrated and induced damage.
However, it was also deduced that the methodology needed to be
modified to improve the control of cover thickness and to pre-cut and
weigh the rebars to enable the steel mass loss due to corrosion to be
determined. This would enable clarification of whether the higher energies
were associated with the cover thickness / method of failure or due to
differences in the extent of corrosion (mass loss) between beams.
4.4 Material Properties – Paper 2
It was evident from the initial impressed current results (Section 4.3) that
AE was detecting damage induced to the concrete as a result of the
interaction between the oxides and cover. Moreover, it was apparent that
the properties of the cover and rebar diameter may influence the
magnitude of the AE. Thus a parametric study was devised that
investigated the effect of cover thickness, concrete strength, rebar
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diameter and aggregate / cover ratio on the magnitude of AE per gram of
steel loss. Furthermore, as AE had been recorded a number of days before
visual damage occurred in the trial tests, it was decided that the tests
should be terminated before external evidence of corrosion was apparent,
thus focusing the work on the early stages of corrosion. This approach
would provide evidence of the ability of AE to detect the onset of
corrosion, and also enable confirmation that the AE detected prior to
external deterioration was due to corrosion. This work is reported in full in
Paper 2, therefore this Section will only discuss the reasoning behind this
work. This work satisfied objective 5.
Selection of compressive strengths. The compressive strength of concrete
was considered to be an important parameter as it has a direct
relationship with tensile strength, hence will influence the ability of the
concrete to resist cracking. The strengths were chosen to represent typical
concrete strengths (as suggested by the industrial partners) in older
bridges in the UK (C35), a low strength concrete (C20) and a compressive
strength typical of younger concrete structures in the UK (C50).
Cover thickness. The cover thicknesses under investigation were 16, 25
and 40 mm, representing a low cover due to poor bar placement on site, a
typical cover depth in an old structure and a cover depth typical in a
younger structure respectively, again recommended by the industrial
parties. The influence of aggregate diameter was investigated as a ratio of
the maximum aggregate diameter to cover thickness.
Selection of rebar diameters. The T12, T16, and T20 rebars were selected
for investigation after being mutually agreed by the academic and
industrial parties.  The influence of cover thickness and rebar diameter
was investigated as existing research has highlighted that the cover /
rebar diameter is the most influential parameter in crack initiation due to
corrosion (Alonso et al 1998).  Hence as it is assumed that AE is detecting
micro-cracking, the bar diameter seemed to be a logical parameter to
investigate. Furthermore, the limited trial tests indicated differences in AE
(based on hit data) between the T12 and T16 rebars exposed to a
10µA/cm2.
A base case, of 16/35/16 (rebar diameter / compressive strength / cover
thickness) was selected and the properties varied by keeping two of the
three variables constant. To enable measurement of mass loss the rebars
were cut, cleaned by wire brushing and weighed before casting. A current
density of 100µA/cm2 was chosen as opposed to 10µA/cm2 as the higher
corrosion current significantly reduced the time required to test all the
permutations.
A schematic representation of the methodology for this work is given in
Figure 4.4 and is based upon the conceptual model for predicting the
service lives of reinforced concrete structures developed by Tuutti (1982),
who suggested dividing the life of a structure into two distinct periods:
initiation and propagation.
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Whilst the material properties of a structure will influence the AE and
maximum corrosion rate attainable, the influence of these properties is
relatively fixed once the structure has been constructed. However, the
instantaneous corrosion rate is a non-stationary process in a constant
state of flux, varying with the environmental conditions (Andrade et al
2002). Furthermore, the impressed corrosion rate represented the
maximum corrosion current likely to be encountered on real structures. In
reality, research suggests that corrosion values of 1-10µA/cm2 are more
common values associated with real sized structures (González et al
1995; Alonso et al 1998). Thus, the ability of AE to detect lower corrosion
rates needed to be investigated together with an understanding of how
corrosion rates vary due to diurnal and seasonal temperature variations
and what impact, if any, this may have on the ability of AE to detect
corrosion (objective 6) and so any developed procedure for field
measurements. The results of this work are presented in full in Paper 3,
(Section 3).
The specimens used for both the diurnal and seasonal temperature cycles
were constructed using the same mix properties and moulds adopted for
the material properties investigation. This was deliberately undertaken to
reduce the variability between testing programmes. Furthermore, coupling
two beams together, one with cast in chlorides as shown in Paper 3,
(Section 2), effectively provided a galvanic corrosion cell enabling
correlation of AE with galvanic current.
Emulation of both the seasonal and diurnal temperature variations was
attempted using a programmable Fisons Climatic Cabinet (of type
FE100H/MP/R40-IND). Initial studies demonstrated a promising
relationship between ambient temperature and acoustic emission, thus
leading to more extensive studies. However, in repeatability tests it
became apparent that the environmental chamber was inducing
extraneous acoustic emission into the data, and despite attempts to
eliminate such emission they could not be reliably controlled.
The uncertainty in the results was sufficient to transfer the seasonal study
to an insulated room, where the temperature could be set by means of a
thermostatically controlled refrigeration system. Whilst the control of the
temperature was not to the same precision as that for the environmental
chamber, the testing environment did not induce extraneous emissions
and there was sufficient control of the temperature to enable a range of
temperatures to be studied, representing various seasons of the year. As
the room temperature was not programmable, diurnal testing was
undertaken in a sheltered outdoor location to avoid extraneous emission
due to rainfall or wind blown particles.
Initial trials were undertaken without coating the vertical faces of the
specimens in bitumen. This was found to induce significant acoustic
emission in all samples coinciding with the onset of the cooling cycle and
continuing into the warming part of the cycle, lasting in total for
approximately 11-12 hours, in every 24 hour cycle. Furthermore, the
change in mass per 24 hours, assumed to be due to water loss, equated
to approximately 20g per 24 hours compared to ~0.14g per 24 hours
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once the specimens were painted with bitumen. This loss of water was
probably responsible for difficulties in maintaining an appreciable galvanic
current. Painting the specimens with two coats of bitumen eliminated the
extraneous emission associated with the water loss and helped to
maintain the galvanic current flow.
For both the diurnal and seasonal temperature study the MARSE energy
parameter was used in the analysis. From the investigation reported in
Section 4.3, it was found that there was no direct relationship between
ABS Energy and steel mass loss. Consequently it was decided to use
MARSE Energy because the range in ABS Energies could exceed several
orders of magnitude, hence was very sensitive to high amplitude events.
The findings of this area of the research is reported in Paper 3, (Section 3)
and principally, indicated that the seasonal effects imparted negligible
influence on the Energy per second values, although the maximum
number of hits per day increased with increasing temperatures (indicating
an increased corrosion activity). Diurnal changes in temperature induced
transitory increases in hits and energy in beams with corrosion activity,
which corresponded to the change in temperature (and corrosion rate). It
was concluded that the change in temperature induced internal changes in
water and oxygen content which may have enabled further precipitation of
oxides, thus inducing an increase in AE.
4.6 Procedure Development
The final stage of the research involved incorporating the experimental
research with site work to enable the AE technique to be applied in the
field. Consequently, a testing and evaluation procedure has been
developed that incorporates (i) key findings of the laboratory research;
(ii) existing knowledge of corrosion in concrete and structural
deterioration; and (iii) practical experience with AE. The procedure
enables accurate and efficient application of the AE technology to
undertake reliable and repeatable corrosion measurements on reinforced
concrete structures and to enable an assessment of the rate of damage
occurring at a selected point on a structure. An overview of the procedure,
together with how it links together various aspects of the research is the
basis of Paper 4. However this Section provides a brief overview of the
procedure and satisfies objective 8.
Overview of the procedure. Primarily it consists of a procedural handbook
with accompanying worksheets. The procedure is segregated into five
consecutive sections, as illustrated in Figure 4.7 with the main focus on
the first three phases: pre-test assessment, testing limitations and testing
procedure.
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Figure 4.7 Overview of AeCORR testing procedure
1. Pre-test Assessment. The pre-test assessment involves categorising the
structure into pre-defined structure and sub-structure codes for the
purpose of archiving the data and to establish from the list of structure
types whether AE is recommended on these structures on the basis of
practicalities and economics. The practicalities of testing will depend upon
the acoustic activity of the structure under normal working conditions and
the environment in which the structure is located. This information is only
obtained by testing various types of structures, hence the list is by no
means exhaustive and the procedure relies on a future database of cases.
Structure specific information, such as concrete strength, cover thickness
and rebar diameter is collected during this stage, either from a
questionnaire given to the Client or from a site visit. This information is
stored and used as and when necessary later in the procedure.
Providing the structure is recommended for AE testing, the second stage
of the pre-test assessment involves undertaking a visual survey of the
structure / substructure(s) to identify areas that may be at a higher risk
of corrosion, thus prioritising areas for testing. The procedure provides
details on interpreting other survey results that may be available, such as
half-cell and chloride depth measurements, thus increasing the efficiency
of the application through correct placement of the transducers in the first
instance. The exposure, orientation and elevation of the substructure are
recorded and environment assessed on its aggressiveness. On the basis of
the visual inspection, exposure and environment the likely cause of
corrosion is assessed. The cause of corrosion is considered to be an
important factor later in the procedure where the environmental
conditions are considered.
2. Test limitations. The second stage of the procedure assesses the
possible causes of extraneous emission that may arise within the locality
of the selected testing locations and provides suggested measures to
reduce their impact on the acquired data. These extraneous sources are
site and structure specific hence the need to complete this stage for every
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test. The sources of extraneous emission have been placed into four
categories; (i) environmental such as wind, rain, ponding of water; (ii)
human, for example, touching the concrete, tripping over cables,
movement of objects near sensors; (iii) material, such as freshly repaired
concrete, drying or sudden changes in temperature / environment and;
(iv) structural movement.
The second part of this stage is to determine if the conditions in the
concrete are conducive to corrosion activity at the time of testing. For
example, data obtained from Bentur et al (1998) presented in Paper 4
Figure 1, clearly demonstrates the significance of the RHint on the
corrosion rate in carbonated mortar and time required to crack the cover.
Further research by Andrade et al (2001) has indicated the relationship
between resistivity (mainly influenced by RHint) and corrosion rate (Figure
4.8) for cases where passivity has been compromised and active corrosion
is occurring. Thus as AE can only detect active corrosion, it is essential
that an indication of the ability of the concrete to support the corrosion
reaction at the time of testing is known. Undertaking resistivity
measurements and recording concrete temperatures can achieve this.
3. Testing Procedures. This Section provides the generic mounting,
system verification and operating procedure for the AE system. The
procedure enables an engineer with limited experience in AE and the
system to be able mount and calibrate the sensors and operate the
software. Sensor spacing is determined which depends primarily on the
acoustic characteristics of the structure and whether high or low corrosion
rates are to be determined. As shown in Paper 4, Figure 4, it was intended
that sub-structure specific testing protocols would be introduced which
would standardise the way each type of substructure was tested.
However, after further revisions of the procedure it was decided that each
substructure should be tested on its own merit hence this element of the
procedure was removed.
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4. Data Analysis and Adjustments. The first stage in data analysis involves
removing the extraneous emission identified during the test – information
obtainable from the operator’s records. Once this data is removed, the
quality of the remaining data needs to be confirmed by examining the
correlation plots. This may highlight other emission that is typical of other
‘noise’ based on the signal rise times and duration correlated with
amplitude. As the energy parameter is used in the analysis it is not
necessary to apply adjustment factors for different concrete strengths for
the reasons described later in Section 4.7. Furthermore the diurnal and
seasonal testing indicates that adjustments are not required to
compensate for the time of year or time of day, provided the test duration
is long enough in the case of the latter.
5. Grading and Report. The grading of the structure is undertaken by
comparing the energy per second values with the chart given in Section
4.8 giving a grading of low, high or very high corrosion. As discussed in
Section 4.8, this provides only a general indication at this stage. The
report provides a written record of the test and recommendations to the
client.
4.7 Site Testing
A total of eleven site tests have been undertaken on various concrete
structures, each in various stages of degradation. An example of a case
study is given in Paper 5, (Section 5) where monitoring was undertaken
on a reinforced concrete swimming pool. Site testing was undertaken as
part of the partial fulfilment of Objective 8. The sub-objectives of site
testing were identified as:
1. Develop a testing procedure to enable testing on site.
2. Identify the main sources of extraneous emission and implement
methods to control them.
3. Determine if corrosion can be detected on site.
4. Undertake testing on a range of structures to establish what types
of structures are more suitable for AE testing.
The number and types of sites available for trials was driven by
opportunity and was largely outside of the author’s control, being in the
remit of the collaborators. The structures monitored in the trials have
been categorised into three different types: i) bridges and highway
structures, ii) buildings and, iii) water/liquid retaining structures. The
range in structures enabled achievement of the fourth objective and
follows through to Section 1.1.1 and Section 1.1.2 in the procedure where
the AE compatible substructures are listed. It should be noted that some
of the information compiled in Table 1.1.2 (procedure) is based on
information obtained from field tests by Physical Acoustics Limited. A
photograph of a site test is provided in Figure 4.9.
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A summary of the site tests, listed in chronological order, is presented in
Table 4.1 together with brief details of the structure properties, exposure
and risk of corrosion. As the author was essentially a guest on the
majority of the sites some of the data, such as the compressive strength
was not always obtainable. Furthermore, whilst within the procedure
resistivity measurements are recommended, it was not possible to obtain
access to a resistivity meter for the site tests hence such readings could
not be recorded.
Site testing was initiated within the first year of the project and underwent
a fairly steep learning curve which lead to the development of an on-site
testing procedure. After the first three site tests a reasonable procedure
was in place but needed further refinement which has been continued
throughout the rest of the testing and research as a whole. A main aspect
of the procedure is identification and elimination of extraneous emission.
Different sites and testing conditions highlighted different sources, hence
this objective was being addressed afresh in every site test.
Confidence in the results obtained during the early site visits is in
hindsight limited due to a shortfall in site experience and a lack of
understanding of the rate of emission typical of lower corrosion rates.
However, as site testing progressed the procedure was sufficiently robust
to make a reasoned judgement on the presence or absence of corrosion.
The AE results were verified by either localised breakouts or by
comparison with the half-cell potential if breakout was not permitted.
As a result of the site tests a procedure has been developed enabling AE
measurements to be undertaken on a concrete structure. Using laboratory
data as a guide, minimum testing durations have been suggested (see
procedure) of sufficient duration to enable the lower rates of corrosion to
be detected. By adhering to the procedure it has been possible to
differentiate between corroding and non-corroding elements on site by the
use of a control located in a non-corroding area, as shown in Figure 4.10
illustrating the AE from the control versus an ‘active’ channel from the
first swimming pool test. As an independent verification the half-cell
potentials were recorded at – 262 and –427 mV copper/copper sulphate
(CSE) for the control and active area respectively suggesting a 90%
probability of corrosion occurring in the active area and an intermediate
risk of corrosion in the control area.
Figure 4.9 Arrangement of sensors and testing equipment on site
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As will be discussed later (Section 5.5), the ideal site is a site where there
is a combination of active and passive areas together with areas that are
undergoing the very early stages of corrosion, thus are unlikely to be
detected by  visual or delamination tests. It is in this application that the
ability of the AE technique to detect and indicate the rate of corrosion
induced damage may prove its worth. Whilst this type of site was sought,
a suitable site was not available during the project.
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ObjectivesSite type Exposure
Condition
Concrete
Strength
(MPa)
Rebar
Diameter
(mm)
Age
(Years)
Environ-
mental test
conditions
Visible state
of structure
Risk of
corrosion
Notes
1 2 3
Results
verified by …
Bridge
abutment /
column
External –
sheltered
from rain
Unknown 16 + 20 40 Rain
showers
12-14oC
Severe
delamination.
Chloride Identified procedural
issues ü ü
Bridge
Deck
External
Exposed
Unknown 16 + 20 40 11oC Delaminated
areas marked.
Chloride Identified procedural
issues. Corrosion
possible in one area.
No corrosion likely in
other 2 areas.
ü ü ü
Breakout –
corrosion in the
one area.
Bridge
column
External –
sheltered
from rain.
Unknown 16 + 32 30-40
Windy
during some
tests.
Delamination
in some areas.
In other areas
delamination
was marked.
Chloride AE results suggested
no corrosion + one
area of possible
corrosion.
ü ü ü
Break out – no
corrosion found.
Car park External
Sheltered
Unknown 19oC, Dry Delamination
in some areas.
Chloride In sufficient test
duration. ü
Building –
column
External -
Exposed
Unknown 16 42 Strong wind
and rain.
Areas of
delamination.
Carbonation AE results
inconclusive. ü
Swimming
Pool
Internal C50
(Design
strength)
16 30-40 ~17-18oC,
Damp
Large areas of
delamination,
cracking and
corrosion of
rebar.
Chloride Corrosion activity
detected
ü ü
Half Cell –
indicated 90%
probability
Swimming
Pool
Internal C50
(Design
strength)
- < 1 400C, Dry New pool but
cracks
evident.
Chloride Continual pumping of
water a major source
of extraneous noise.
ü
Building -
Beam
Internal C30 16 99+ Dry No evidence of
deterioration.
Carbonation AE suggested
corrosion was not
occurring
ü
Core
Building  -
column
External -
Exposed
C30 16 99+ Rain
showers
Slight breeze
Cracking. Carbonation AE suggested
corrosion was not
occurring
ü ü
Half-Cell /
breakout – no
corrosion
Subway Sheltered /
exposed
C30
(Engineer
estimate)
20 40+ Dry, 100C. Good apart
from
honeycombed
area.
Carbonation AE suggested
corrosion was not
occurring ü ü
Breakout / Half-
Cell /
Carbonation
test. – No
corrosion.
Sludge
digester
Exposed C40 32 25-35 Dry, 12oC. Leachate
deposits and
cracking on
the surface.
Carbonation
/ Effluent
AE results suggested
no corrosion activity.
ü ü
Half-Cell –
intermediate –
high probability
Breakout – No
Corrosion.
Table 4.2 Summary of site testing and test details
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AE was found to differentiate between noble (control) and active prisms,
but more importantly, AE could detect the transition from the initiation to
propagation phase in those prisms undergoing accelerated corrosion with
an applied current. This enabled the onset of corrosion to be identified,
hence enabling correlations between cumulative AE Energy due to
corrosion to be made.
The ability to detect the onset of corrosion, thus determining the total
duration of corrosion under the application of applied current, and
accounting for passivity significantly improved the theoretical calculation
of mass loss.
5 Establish and investigate what factors may influence the magnitude
of acoustic emissions generated by steel corrosion in concrete.
Through trial experimentation, described in Section 4.3 and from a review
of literature it was established that the material properties of reinforced
concrete were the factors that were most likely to influence AE. Therefore,
samples of various strength, cover thickness and rebar diameter were
constructed and exposed to an impressed current to investigate the
influence of these parameters on the ABS Energy per gram of steel mass
loss. As discussed in Section 4.4, it was found that the magnitude of ABS
Energy per gram of steel loss is influenced primarily by the compressive
strength of the concrete. The cover thickness and rebar diameter
imparted a negligible influence on ABS Energy per gram of steel loss.
6 Investigate the influence of diurnal and seasonal temperature
variations on corrosion rate and corresponding changes in acoustic
emission.
The sensitivity of AE to short term changes in temperature, as
experienced over a diurnal temperature cycle was demonstrated. The
increase in AE, associated with the temperature change, was only
registered in the corroding specimens. This suggested that the increase in
temperature induced a transitory change in the internal microclimate of
concrete that may facilitate an increase in oxide volume, thus inducing
greater AE. In contrast, when maintaining a constant temperature, or
extremely low change, replicating various times of year, there was no
consistent increase in AE. Furthermore no absolute relationship between
AE Energy and corrosion rate was found to exist.
7 Investigate the effect of corrosion rate on the rate and magnitude
of acoustic emissions.
This objective was tackled indirectly within various stages of the work.
The effect of varying the corrosion rate on AE was incorporated into the
diurnal temperature study and the effect of small changes in the corrosion
rate was investigated through the seasonal temperature study.
Furthermore a broad comparison between the energy per second obtained
from a sample of the impressed current experiments at 100 and 10µA/cm2
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and the seasonal study results was made. This demonstrated that AE
could broadly distinguish the differences between very high, high and low
corrosion rates and that small changes in corrosion rate, induced by
seasonal temperature variations, had an insignificant effect of the
magnitude of AE.
8 Develop a procedural manual for corrosion testing
A procedural manual has been written which brings together experimental
work, existing knowledge of reinforcement corrosion and structural
deterioration with practical experience of AE. The manual was applied and
improved through field case studies which were undertaken at various
stages throughout the research. However, this procedure now requires a
greater number of field trials to reinforce the database and to continue
further development.
In addition to the specific conclusions and key findings listed above, the
following general conclusion is worthy of note:
1. The AE system and interpretation of data is very much experienced
based. Coupled with the high sensitivity of the AE system, it is
imperative that the developed procedure is adhered to and testing
only undertaken when test conditions are ideal to avoid
contamination of the data due to extraneous noise. It is
acknowledged that the procedure is still in its infancy and without
predetermined evaluation criteria, the interpretation vulnerable to
human judgements.
The overall aim of the research was “To create a corrosion detection,
evaluation and monitoring system for the detection of corrosion of
embedded rebars in reinforced concrete using the AE technique”. The
author believes that the overall aim has been satisfied.
5.2 Contribution to Knowledge
The research has added to the field of acoustic emission applied to
concrete in a number of ways. Firstly, the influence of varying the
concrete strength, rebar diameter, aggregate size and cover thickness on
the magnitude of AE obtained from corrosion of a reinforcing bar has been
investigated and reported. The influence of these variables on the
magnitude of the AE signal was previously unknown. Furthermore, an
attempt was made to quantify and correlate AE with corrosion, though it
was demonstrated that there is no direct relationship between ABS Energy
or mass loss.
No previous work has been found on the influence of seasonal or diurnal
temperature variations on the magnitude of AE obtained from a freely
corroding reinforced concrete prism. This research has shown that AE
activity is increased in corroding samples when short term or sudden
changes in temperature occur, inducing greater AE activity and AE energy.
However, it was also found that AE is not as sensitive to changes in
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corrosion rate induced over a longer time period, suggesting that AE
testing can be undertaken throughout the year without the need for
adjustment factors. This work also attempted to correlate AE Energy with
corrosion rate, and found that AE Energy does not relate to a specific
corrosion rate, but it can be used to broadly indicate between different
corrosion bands, so indicating broadly the level of corrosion activity.
The procedure developed enables the AE technique to be applied on site
to detect corrosion of reinforcement. It encompasses various aspects of
existing knowledge, current research and the findings from this research
into a single document creating what the author understands to be the
only document of its kind.
In summary, the research has developed the AE technique from a
laboratory technique to a field technique, together with a greater
understanding of the factors that influence the AE signal and the response
of AE to changes in corrosion rate.
5.3 Limitations of the Research
1. The investigation into the influence of the cover zone properties on
the magnitude of AE provided an indication of the influence of the
variables studied. However, this investigation formed only part of
the study, hence there was insufficient opportunity to undertake
repeat tests to strengthen the findings.
2. Investigating the influence of the diurnal temperature variations has
only been undertaken at one time in the year (May) due to time
constraints of the research programme and technical difficulties
with the environmental chamber. Consequently it is not known if
the recorded response of AE to changes in temperature will be
repeated at different times of the year. Notwithstanding, when
emulating different seasons in the environmental chamber, the
findings suggested that a similar pattern did exist. However, due to
extraneous emission, the confidence in the results was
questionable.
3. The diurnal and seasonal temperature variation study was limited to
an exposed, sheltered environment. Therefore it is not known how
solar radiation affects the corrosion rate or if the greater changes in
temperature will induce extraneous AE.
4. The research has been limited to chloride-induced corrosion. No
laboratory studies were undertaken to investigate the ability of AE
to detect carbonation-induced corrosion.
5. The grading system is based on a single rebar corroding in an
immediate vicinity to the transducer.
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5.4 Recommendations for Further Work
A strong driving force behind the project was the requirement from the
industrial sponsors to have a commercially viable corrosion detection
technique for use on site. Consequently the focus of the research was
heavily weighted towards developing and implicating AE into a practical
corrosion tool. Such an approach inevitably resulted in leaving areas of
interesting research that may have improved the understanding of the
technique further. Therefore there are a number of recommendations for
further work, both academically, dealing with the general subject, and
industrial, which deal with the product of this research.
Recommendations to Industry
1. The nature of the system both in its use and application is
experience based. Therefore it is recommended that a
comprehensive database of structures with various material
properties, exposure conditions, climates and environments is
developed to enable continual refinement of the procedure, thus
improving the technique in its application and analysis.
2. As part of applying AeCORR on site, it is recommended that results
are collected alongside linear polarisation measurements and or
half-cell potentials. This will enable a correlation between the AE
results and corrosion rate / potential to be made.
3. Further site work should be undertaken to refine and improve the
grading system.  The current grading method is based upon
laboratory results, which whilst provides an initial starting point,
may or may not closely relate to structures.
4. Recording of the material properties and climate conditions while
testing on site to investigate the influence of material properties
and climate, building on the work described in Section 4.4.
5. Repeat measurements should be undertaken on real structures
throughout the propagation period to investigate if there is a
change in the AE signals over time, which could be associated with
greater deterioration.
Academic Research
1. Further research into the source mechanism of the AE should be
undertaken. This may help explain the large variations in ABS
Energy observed between physically identical prisms.
2. Repeating the investigation into the effect of material properties on
ABS Energy per gram of steel loss at a lower impressed corrosion
current density whilst monitoring for a longer duration to account
for the lower corrosion rate.
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3. Investigating the suitability of AE to detecting carbonation-induced
corrosion.
4. Undertaking AE measurements in the Fisons Environmental
chamber is not recommended due to the inconsistent and
uncontrollable extraneous AE recorded.
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6 The Papers
In the following section the research papers are presented.
Paper 1
Austin, S.A., Lyons, R., Ing, M.J. “The Electrochemical Behaviour of Steel
Reinforced Concrete Undergoing Accelerated Corrosion Testing”,
Corrosion, February 2004.
 
1The Electrochemical Behaviour of Steel
Reinforced Concrete Undergoing
Accelerated Corrosion Testing
S.A. Austin, R. Lyons, M.J. Ing
Abstract
Corrosion of reinforcing steel presents a major durability issue worldwide
and is the focus of much research activity. The long time periods involved
in replicating reinforcement corrosion within laboratories has resulted in a
number of accelerated test methods being developed. The basis of this
research presented in this paper was to examine the impressed current
technique often used to induce reinforcement corrosion. The suitability of
the technique to model chloride induced corrosion was investigated by
examining the electrochemical nature of the test method. Corrosion was
induced in prisms of differing characteristic strengths and cover
thicknesses by applying a current for between 3 and 17 days. The
Acoustic Emission (AE) technique detected the onset of corrosion. The
gravimetrical and theoretical mass losses are compared and a modified
expression based on Faraday’s law relating the electrical current to the
mass loss is also proposed which accounts for the localised nature of
chloride-induced corrosion. This improved method is dependent upon a
reliable method of detecting the onset of corrosion, which can be achieved
by AE. On balance the impressed current technique appears suitable to
simulate reinforcement corrosion.
Keywords: Corrosion, Electrochemical properties, Acoustic Emission,
Acceleration
1 Introduction
1.1 Research Significance
The focus of this paper is to examine and review the impressed current
method of accelerating chloride induced corrosion. Whilst this method is
common, little published work has been found describing its suitability as
a technique to model reinforcement corrosion and the theory behind the
practice. In particular, the electrochemical implications of applying an
external current are examined and compared against the natural
electrochemistry of corrosion of steel reinforcement. The experimental
programme investigated the applicability of applying Faraday’s Law for the
calculation of mass loss under the test conditions set out below and the
paper discusses the suitability of the technique as a model for accelerating
chloride-induced reinforcement corrosion within the laboratory. Corrosion
induced by an impressed current was detected with a novel corrosion
detection technique based on acoustic emission.
                                                 
21.2 Corrosion Mechanisms
The damaging role that corrosion of reinforced concrete has on the
durability of concrete structures is well documented1,2. To improve
understanding of reinforcement corrosion and its effects, accelerated
modelling of corrosion in the laboratory is often required. The reliability
and accuracy of the results will depend upon the closeness of the
laboratory simulation to corrosion in real-life. Good quality concrete will
normally offer excellent chemical protection for the steel reinforcement
against corrosion3 due to the high alkalinity and the low permeability of
the matrix4. At a pH of 13.5, the interaction between the steel and the
hydroxyl ions present in the pore solution results in the formation of an
insoluble g–Fe2O3 layer, rendering the underlying metal passive. The low
permeability of the concrete represents the ability of the concrete matrix
to resist diffusion of aggressive species, such as the chloride ion, into the
concrete4.
Neither the high alkalinity of the pore solution or the low permeability of
the cover can guarantee that the steel will resist corrosion, especially in
aggressive environments such as marine structures. Chloride ions may
enter the concrete during mixing, as admixtures, or after curing from
external sources such as sea-water and de-icing salts. Once chlorides
have reached bar level, they depassivate the embedded steel by locally
breaking down the protective layer5,6. The time chloride ions take to reach
the level of the reinforcement depends on the mechanism of intrusion, the
external concentration of the chlorides and the internal microstructure of
the concrete7. In water-saturated concrete, chlorides are considered to
penetrate the cover by a diffusion mechanism with the driving force being
differential concentration gradients7. In this circumstance, Fick’s second
Law of Diffusion can be applied to model the rate of chloride penetration.
In partially saturated concrete, chlorides enter by adsorption and capillary
forces7,8 and the period of intrusion is generally known as the initiation
period. This is followed by propagation of the corrosion, the duration being
controlled by factors such as temperature, oxygen concentration and
moisture content. At low corrosion rates, of the order 1mA/cm2, it is
estimated that the propagation period may continue for 20 years before
cracking of the cover occurs9.
To study the effects of corrosion within a realistic time-scale, it is
sometimes necessary to accelerate the initiation period and occasionally
control the rate of corrosion during the propagation stage. The methods
employed to do this will vary upon the nature of corrosion under
investigation. For example, to accelerate carbonation induced corrosion,
the concrete can be placed in a CO2 chamber at 50% RH to rapidly
increase neutralisation of the pore water10,11.
Accelerated chloride induced corrosion techniques are frequently used to
reduce the time taken for a critical level of chlorides to reach the
reinforcement bar12-17. Three methods are common; admixed chlorides,
impressed voltage/current and wet/drying techniques. The latter usually
requires several months before sufficient levels of chloride ions have
3permeated the cover to cause depassivation as the extent of the
movement of salt will depend on the duration of the wetting and drying
periods6. Furthermore, the subsequent rate of corrosion is not accelerated
and is dependent upon a sufficient supply of oxygen and water. The first
two methods are either combined or separate, depending upon the reason
behind the study.
Where an impressed current is used to drive corrosion, the amount of
mass loss is related to the electrical energy consumed once passivity has
been compromised, and can be modelled using Faraday’s law, Equation
[1].
zF
Mit
LossMass = [1]
Where M = molar mass (55.847 g/mol for iron)
i = current (A)
t= time (s)
z = number of electrons transferred
F = Faradays constant (96,487Coulombs/mole)
1.3 Electrochemistry of corrosion
Corrosion is an electrochemical reaction involving the transfer of charge
from one species to another. It consists of two half-cell reactions, an
anodic reaction and cathodic reaction, connected together by an
electrolyte. To maintain a charge balance the rate of reduction (anodic)
and rate of oxidation (cathodic) must be equal3.
Steel, when in the presence of water and oxygen will undergo a reduction
reaction at the anode where the exact nature of this reaction is dependent
upon the reaction thermodynamics. For example, iron can dissolve to form
Fe++, but can also form solid oxides that in some instances may protect
the underlying steel (such as the passive layer). All the possible oxidation
reactions between iron and water have been measured and calculated by
Pourbaix18 and presented in a Potential-pH diagram, which illustrates the
thermodynamically stable phases of the possible reactions as a function of
electrode potential, and pH, giving rise to various zones of corrosion,
passivity or immunity19.
4Figure 1 Potential-pH diagram for iron in water.
At a pH of 13.5, two regions generally apply for iron: passivity or
immunity as shown in Figure 1. Immunity is only obtainable by lowering
the potential below the equilibrium potential of hydrogen (line a),
achieved by applying external energy to the reaction (cathodic
protection). At potentials more positive than –1125 mV Standard Calomel
Electrode (SCE) the steel is covered by a stable film of Fe3O4 or Fe2O3
which reduces corrosion of the active underlying metal to a negligible rate
(0.1mA/cm2). Consequently, the potential of passive steel can vary
between –1125 mV to +175 mV SCE (the equilibrium potential of O2 at pH
13.5), governed by the pH of the pore solution and the oxygen content at
the rebars, as shown in the cathodic Nernst Equations20 [2,3].
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Where: Ec = Cathodic potential (mV)
Eo = Open potential (mV)
R  = Molar Gas constant
T  = Absolute Temperature (K)
a = activity
The mixed potential (Ecorr) measured in any corroding solution is a
combination of the anodic and cathodic reaction, governed by the mixed
potential theory. Both reactions are polarised towards each other as
shown schematically in Figure 2a. This corresponds to a potentiostatic
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5curve for steel in an alkaline solution showing three regions of interest:
general corrosion, passivity and oxygen evolution. Ecorr is equal to the
intersection of the anodic and cathodic polarisation curves. Each valve of
Ecorr, has a corresponding current value (Icorr). However, this value is only
apparent, as no net current exists due to the balance of charge.
In non-carbonated, chloride-free concrete, the pH is usually fairly constant
over time, and variations in the potential are usually as a result of the
changing oxygen content at the steel-concrete interface. At very low
oxygen levels, the potential (Ecorr) can fall to very negative values (Figure
2b) where the passive layer is no longer stable and may be reduced
leaving the steel surface in an active state. However, the corrosion rate in
these circumstances is reported to be not much greater than when
passive3.
2 Experimental Procedure
2.1 Experimental Details
The experimental methodology was as follows. Corrosion of the rebar was
induced by applying a fixed anodic current of 100mA/cm2 to the prisms.
The electrochemical potential of the steel was monitored periodically using
a saturated calomel reference electrode placed on the concrete surface.
Due to the effect of the applied voltage on the potential, corrosion activity
was continuously monitored using the novel acoustic emission technique.
Upon completion of the test, the prisms were visually examined for
surface cracking and a visual inspection of the corroded area was
undertaken. The gravimetric mass change was recorded after the rebar
was removed from the prism and cleaned.
Singly reinforced concrete prisms were cast with designed characteristic
strengths of 20, 35 and 50 MPa. All mixes contained uncrushed river
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Figure 2a Schematic potentiostatic curve for
steel in concrete, showing the mixed potential
Figure 2b Effect of a decreasing oxygen
concentration on the corrosion rate
6gravel with a maximum aggregate size of 10 mm and had a free-water
content of 180 kg/m3. The mix proportions for each strength are shown in
Table 1, together with the target strengths. All mixes used Type 1
Portland Cement. The average strength of the C20 mix was 32 MPa with a
range of 27-36 MPa and an average standard deviation coefficient of 11%.
The average strength of the C35 mixes were 54 MPa with a range of 47-
60 MPa and an average standard deviation coefficient of 6% (3.6-10). The
C50 mix had a mean strength of 68 MPa (range 60-75) with a standard
deviation coefficient of 9%.
Strength
MPa
Target
Strength
MPa
Cement Water Sand Aggregate
20 28 1 0.57 2.06 3.8
35 43 1 0.45 1.57 2.9
50 58 1 0.33 0.6 2.4
Table 1 Mix Proportions
The prisms contained one ordinary grade 460 deformed steel rebar having
a nominal diameter of either 12,16 20 mm   placed so that the cover was
equal on three sides. The thickness of the cover (c) was intentionally
varied between 16, 25, and 40 mm (±1mm). The dimensions and
properties of individual prisms are given in Table 2. The last 20 mm of
each bar end was wrapped in electrical insulation tape prior to casting to
eliminate edge effects. Before casting, the reinforcing bars were wire
brushed to remove any scale and then weighed to a precision of two
decimal places. The prisms were water cured for 28 days, then stored in
laboratory conditions of 20oC +/- 5oC for a minimum of 28 days before
testing.
Rebar
Diameter
(mm)
Characteristi
c Strength
MPa
Cover
thickness
(mm)
Actual
Strength
MPa
Dimensions
(mm)
w x h x L
16 35 16 53 48x70x250
16 20 16 32 48x70x250
16 50 16 68 48x70x250
12 35 16 57 44x70x250
20 35 16 54 52x75x250
16 35 25 51 66x82x250
16 35 40 50 96x100x250
Table 2 Series description
In any one test, three prisms, each of the same type, were placed in a
corrosion cell as shown in Figure 3. A 24-hour period passed before the
current was passed through the cell. Acoustic Emission (AE) readings were
taken during this initial 24 hour period to establish background levels of
emission for each prism. A 30VDC / 2A power supply was set to constant
current mode supplying an anodic current of 100mA/cm2 to each rebar.
This current density is reported as being the maximum corrosion current
found in real conditions9 and has been used by several researchers9,21,22.
Electrical continuity was provided by a wet wick saturated in a 5% sodium
chloride solution. The counter electrode was an AISI 304 stainless steel
plate immersed in the electrolyte. The half-cell of the concrete was
recorded initially and then periodically throughout the test duration.
7Termination of the test occurred between 1 – 3 days after the initiation of
corrosion activity was detected by the AE. This gave a range to the extent
of corrosion. In a few instances the test was terminated approximately
one day before it was expected AE would start, to verify that corrosion
was not occurring prior to the onset of characteristic emissions.
Figure 3 Accelerated corrosion cell
A fourth control prism from the same batch, without an impressed
current, was used as a control and monitored continuously for the
duration of the test to establish the background noise levels associated
with the testing environment and the concrete. Upon completion of the
test, the control beam was opened to check that there was no visible
corrosion of the rebar and hence confirm that in the absence of any
significant AE  corrosion was not occurring.
On completion of the test, the prisms were photographed and examined
for any evidence of external cracking. The prisms were then sliced in half
on either side of the rebar with a diamond saw. The rebar was removed
and the total area of corrosion products calculated after measuring with a
rule marked in 0.5mm divisions. Finally the bars were wire brushed to
remove any corrosion products and re-weighed. Mass loss was also
calculated theoretically and compared to the gravimetric value.
2.2 Detection of Corrosion Activity
A technique was required that would not interfere with or be affected by
the applied current, and could be used continuously so that a reasonably
accurate estimate of corrosion initiation could be made. Application of AE
to the detection of corrosion induced concrete damage has been reported
as being a suitable laboratory tool23. Furthermore, it is reported to be
sufficiently sensitive to detect corrosion related deterioration processes at
an early stage24. The use of this technique is not widely practised and
relatively little information has been published of its use as a laboratory
tool. However, previous work has found that this non-destructive
technique was able to detect active corrosion before traditional methods
Transducer
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Wick
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8such as half-cell and galvanic current measurements25,26. The ability of
this technique to detect early age corrosion without perturbation of the
corrosion cell is a clear advantage over other methods. Acoustic emissions
are generated as a consequence of microcrack development and their
propagation in the concrete during the migration of corrosion
products27,28.
The AE DiSP† 4-channel board was used with piezoelectric transducers
connected in series to an external pre-amp. Both hit and time driven data
were recorded onto a hard drive for post processing. The transducer was
attached directly to the top of the prism, using adhesive grease as a
couplant.
3 Results
3.1 Half Cell Potentials
Half-cell potentials taken during the initial 24-hour period ranged between
–90 to 120 mV SCE, placing the bars within the passive region. This was
confirmed by the absence of significant acoustic emissions. This is the
usual state for non-carbonated, chloride-free concrete.
When the anodic current was applied to the rebar, the half-cell reading
value shifted to extremely positive values in the range of +550 to 1455
mV (SCE). This was not accompanied by any noticeable increase in AE.
The rate of AE emission and half-cell potentials remained reasonably
constant for between 2-17 days dependent upon the cover thickness, after
which time a sudden increase in acoustic emissions occurred and in some
instances a small drop in the electrochemical potential.
Breaking open a prism approximately one day before an increase in AE
revealed that the rebar showed no evidence of corrosion on the metal
surface despite the very positive half cell potential. However, opening the
sample one to two days after the onset of emission revealed corrosion of
the rebar surface in all cases. This confirms firstly that the AE technique is
a good method for detection of corrosion in reinforced concrete and
secondly, steel remains passive at high potentials in the absence of any
aggressive specie. A typical example of the increase in AE is shown in
Figure 4.
                                                 
† Supplied by Physical Acoustics Limited
9Figure 4 Increase in acoustic emission signifiying
 onset of corrosion (screen shot).
An understanding of the electrochemical influence involved in impressing
an anodic current can be obtained from Figure 5. At low potentials, line
AB, general corrosion of the steel occurs with increasing current density
until the primary passive potential (Epp) is reached. This potential
corresponds to a sudden drop in current density which can be of several
orders of magnitude, corresponding to the formation of a very thin passive
film (line CD)19. The oxide formed in this manner protects the underlying
steel even at very positive potentials. At potentials greater than the
transpassive potential (Etp) the oxidation reaction that occurs corresponds
to the oxidation of the pore water to oxygen, where Etp is the equilibrium
potential between water and oxygen 19.
The passive oxide present on the steel is a conductor of charge, therefore,
it is only able to maintain a small potential difference (~ 1V)28 across the
passive film, significantly less than the potential applied to achieve the
desired current density. Consequently, impressing a current raises the
potential on the pore water side of the film to a more noble value within
the oxygen evolution potential range28. Figure 5 shows the shift from
equilibrium values (Ecorr and Icorr) necessary to obtain the desired current
density. The potential difference (Eapplied) must be supplied by an external
source and can be expressed as shown in Equation [4].
Eapplied = (Ea¢ – Ecorr) + (Ecorr – Ec¢ ) [4]
Where Ea¢ is the imposed anodic potential and Ec¢ is the imposed cathodic
potential.
3.2 Polarisation
Polarisation of the rebar also induces a second reaction, which under the
test conditions eventually results in the corrosion of the rebars. It is well
reported that chlorides move quicker through concrete when an electrical
field is applied between an area of low chloride concentration and an area
of high concentration7,30-31. The thickness of the concrete and the applied
voltage influences the depth of penetration of chlorides over a period of
time32. Within the scope of the experiment, the thickness of the concrete
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varied between 16, 25 and 40 mm and the applied voltage was a function
of both the resistivity of the concrete and the water cement ratios
associated with the different strengths. The source of the chloride ion was
the electrolyte.
In concretes where chlorides are present, a fourth region is introduced
into the Potential-pH diagram (Figure 6) denoting the range of potentials
and pH over which pitting corrosion is possible. This introduces a rupture
potential, Er, on the anodic polarisation curve at which passivity breaks
down and localised corrosion can initiate on the rebar surface. At low
concentrations of chlorides, Er may exist at high potential values, thus
corrosion of depassivated areas might occur concurrently with oxygen
evolution where passivity is intact. In Figure 7, the half-cell values have
been plotted together with cumulative AE energy over the duration of the
test for a representative beam. AE energy is measurement in atto Joules
of the energy contained in each hit. Figure 7 clearly shows the change in
potential imposed by applying the current to the rebar at the start of day
1. It is also evident that the potential remains fairly constant until the end
of the test where the value falls, corresponding with a sudden increase in
AE energy. The imposed potential is always greater than line a,
corresponding to Etp for steel in a solution of pH 13.5, suggesting that
oxygen evolution is probably occurring on passive areas of the beam.
.
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Figure 6 Potential – pH diagram for iron and water in the presence of chlorides
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Figure 7 Typical half-cell potential and AE results
Figure 8 illustrates the effect of cover thickness on the time taken for
corrosion to initiate at an applied current density of 100 µA/cm2. It is
apparent that the cover thickness has a significant influence on the time
until corrosion initiates, which may be related to the diffusion of the
chloride ion into the cover. It was assumed that initiation of corrosion
would be immediate in the case of zero cover, where access to chlorides is
unrestricted. The applied voltages were in the range of 2.98 – 7.25 volts,
with an average of 4.7 volts. The variation in voltage is likely to be due to
a combination of factors, hence no direct correlation between voltage,
strength, rebar diameter or cover thickness was observed.
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Figure 8 Time to corrosion initiation for various cover thickness’ and strength combinations at 100
µA/cm2
3.3 Corrosion
Localised breakdown of passivity combined with high imposed anodic
potentials can result in severe localised corrosion of the rebar, confirmed
by the experimental work. The percentage of surface corrosion ranged
between 0.2 – 39.8%, with a median value of 4.9%. Corrosion products
were typically located on the underside of the rebar, supporting the
argument that corrosion was initiated due to the presence of chlorides as
this was the closest point to the proceeding chloride front, assumed to be
migrating through the cover under the influence of the applied electric
field.
With the exception of three bars that had a corroded area of greater than
16%, the extent of corrosion was generally low as a result of terminating
the test within a short time after initiation was indicated by the AE.
Consequently, potentials in all cases remained consistently greater than
Etp (Figure 7) implying that oxygen evolution was probably occurring
where passivity was still intact and anodic dissolution was occurring where
passivity had been compromised. This suggested a split in the applied
current used for the oxidation of water and steel.
The split anode reactions will influence the theoretical mass loss calculated
using Equation [1]. A more reliable estimate of steel loss requires a
modification to the terminology used in Faraday’s Law. The variable time,
measured in seconds is not the total time duration of the applied current,
but the duration (dc) of the corrosion activity from the start of
depassivation, identified by the onset of AE, to the termination of the test.
Secondly, the value used for the current, must be proportional to the area
of the steel on the bar that has been depassivated (ac) and not the whole
surface area (Ae). This assumes that equal charge is used in the reduction
of oxygen as in the dissolution of steel and that the area covered in
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corrosion products has depassivated. The modified version of Faraday’s
law, developed for this work, is expressed in Equation [5]:
Theoretical
zFA
aMid
LossMass
e
cc= [5]
The ratio of theoretical and gravimetric mass losses obtained from
Equations [1] and [5] has been plotted in Figures 9 and 10. Good
agreement (i.e. an approximate ratio of unity) is evident in Figure 9 where
passivity has been taken into account, whereas in Figure 10 the mass loss
has been over estimated by a factor between 4 to 200. Over estimations
have been reported by Auyeung et al14, similarly other workers33 observed
under estimations when the impressed current was continued for a
significantly longer period (70-221 days) and the concrete contained
admixed chlorides promoting general corrosion. An element of scatter is
still apparent in Figure 9 due to the physical errors inherent in obtaining
both mass loss values. The mass loss as a result of passivity was
considered to be negligible during the relatively short experimental period
and has been discounted.
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4 Discussion
4.1 Suitability of the impressed current technique
Impressing an external current to accelerate the corrosion of steel in
concrete has been shown to reliably induce corrosion of the reinforcement.
The analysis presented has been based upon the Pourbaix diagram and
Pourbaix’s theoretical potentiostatic curves for steel in a solution at pH
13.529. Whilst they provide a sound thermodynamic basis for
understanding the corrosion reactions, their interpretation is limited to a
rough guide as the basis of the graphs originate from pure metals in pure,
stirred solutions thus do not consider the possible effects of restricted
mass transfer; therefore inherent differences exist between the two.
The primary objective of any accelerated technique should be to resemble
naturally induced corrosion in terms of the type of corrosion products and
method of attack. However, the similarities and deviations between the
two mechanisms must also be considered to enable a decision regarding
its effectiveness as a technique to be made.
When an external electric field is applied to passive steel embedded in
concrete, electrolysis of the pore water can occur at both electrodes7. At
the anode, the reaction previously discussed, involving the evolution of
oxygen, also generates hydrogen ions which diffuse into the pore water
adjacent to the rebar lowering the local pH34. A reduction in the pH can
lower the critical chloride concentration required to induce corrosion35,
therefore chloride content analysis results may not be directly comparable
to non-impressed tests, hence these were not recorded.
The impact of the localised changes in pH on the steel will depend upon
the mobility of the hydrogen ions, which can migrate from the rebar
surface under the action of the electric field, differential concentration
gradients34, or be diluted by the OH- reserves in the matrix. The stability
of the passive film in the absence of chlorides is dependent upon the pH of
the adjacent pore water. If significant electrolysis occurs, the local
reduction in pH induced by hydrolysis may be sufficiently large to fall
below the values required to maintain passivity of the steel36. To
investigate this possibility, a phenolphthalein solution was sprayed onto
an area of concrete, which had been in immediate contact with the rebar
at a location where corrosion had not occurred. The results obtained from
the several beams tested indicated that at termination of the test the pH
of the concrete in immediate contact with the steel remained sufficiently
alkaline to support passivity; hence any change in the pH of the pore
solution due to electrolysis was not considered to be significant to the
durability of the passive film over the relatively short test durations and
within the applied voltage range. This is also supported by Grimes et al37
who found that the pH of the concrete adjacent to non-corroded steel,
having undergone impressed current corrosion tests, was 11.9-12.1.
It is generally accepted that the acidity produced during chloride-induced
corrosion results in the formation of soluble oxides, which diffuse away
from the anode to areas of lower pH within the cement matrix. The
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corrosion product found on the rebars upon opening was visually
examined and can be described as being typically a ‘wet’ green / black
oxide paste surrounded occasionally by a brown oxide on the periphery.
On exposure to the air, the green oxide turned into a ‘rust red’ colour. The
green/black colour and phase of the oxide would suggest the oxide was a
type of iron chloride complex, formed as an intermediate stage of
chloride-induced corrosion6,38. An approximate measure of the pH of the
oxide indicated that it was only just acidic (pH = 6) which is supported by
other work where it is reported it to be between 5.5-5.737. Oxides were
also present at the concrete / steel interface exhibiting the start of oxide
migration into the cover. In a few cases, the longer duration of applied
current enabled oxides to diffuse further into the bulk matrix, typically
around aggregates as opposed to through the paste, where they had
precipitated into a solid orange oxide, probably due to the alkaline
environment. It is suggested that this action replicates the behaviour of
oxides in real structures where chloride-induced corrosion is characterised
by localised rust stains on the surface which can often be observed on
deteriorating structures. It is the formation of these higher oxides states
that have a large increase in volume, which induces the major stresses in
the cover, eventually cracking the concrete39.
Whilst attack along the length of the beam was localised, the morphology
of the attack on the active areas on the rebars resembled general
corrosion. This may be due to the electro-migration of the chlorides to this
region forming a sufficient quantity of chlorides to induce general
corrosion or, as the authors suspect, due to the early termination of the
test whilst corrosion was at a pre-pitting stage. In trial experiments, the
current was impressed for many days resulting in the formation of pits. In
work undertaken by Gonzalez et al20 corrosion was continued for a
significantly greater duration (1 month), under the action of an impressed
current where pitting corrosion was reported. They also stated that the
impressed current technique produced R values, (defined as the ratio of
maximum penetration to average penetration) similar to, although slightly
higher than those obtained under non-impressed conditions.
The primary electrochemical difference of this technique to naturally
corroding systems is the raising of the potential to a value greater than
Etp, where the corrosion rate does not correspond with an equilibrium
mixed potential or a potential obtainable under usual service conditions
without applying an external source of energy. Hence, imposing such a
potential will result in the steel being in an artificially polarised state.
Whilst this had no apparent effect on the bars even after a 17-day period,
a gradual reduction in the pH due to electrolysis might occur together with
migration of other ions which may accelerate the degradation process40 if
continued over an extended time period.
The impressed current method of corrosion acceleration has many
advantages in addition to the obvious savings in time and money. One
advantage over other accelerated techniques is the ability to control the
rate of corrosion, which usually varies due to changes in the resistivity,
oxygen concentration, and temperature. Any change in one of the
variables would be compensated for. For example, a change in the
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resistivity of the concrete as a result of temperature fluctuations or
evaporation of the pore water can be counter-balanced by supplying a
greater voltage, thereby maintaining the desired corrosion rate. This
removes much of the variation encountered in corrosion measurements
with time.
Whilst the corrosion rate is fixed, the area of steel depassivated and
corroding cannot be controlled due to the preferential flow path of
chlorides between the aggregate/cement interface32 and the existence of
preferential areas along the bar surface due to geometrical
heterogeneitys41. Consequently, the total mass loss varied between
samples. The geometry of the corrosion cell was such that depassivation
occurred on the underside of the rebar, closest to the electrolyte, against
the direction of gravity. This resulted in general corrosion occurring on the
depassivated areas.
In comparison with naturally induced corrosion, the technique differs in so
much that the potential of the passive rebar during the initial stages is far
removed from the natural potential range. Furthermore, the subsequent
corrosion rate is not governed by the mixed potential theory but by the
applied current. The applied current compensates for the consequential
discrepancy between the anodic and cathodic potentials and offers the
benefit of reducing the sensitivity to changes in oxygen content, moisture
content or temperature as occurs naturally. This enables good control over
the corrosion rate for experimental purposes.
5 Conclusions
The scientific justification for accelerating corrosion using an impressed
current is strong, dramatically reducing the initiation period required for
depassivation from years to days and fixing the desired rate of corrosion
without compromising the reality of the corrosion products formed. Based
on the experimental work and argument presented, the following
conclusions may be drawn.
1. The impressed current technique has been confirmed to be an effective
and quick method of accelerating chloride-induced corrosion. However,
electrochemistry behind the mechanism differs from naturally induced
corrosion.
2. Accounting for oxygen evolution and passivity when applying Faraday’s
law was shown to significantly improve the correlation between
theoretical and gravimetrical mass loss.
3. Oxygen is assumed to be evolved from the applied current in the
absence of chloride ions
4. The acoustic emission technique was effective and reliable at detecting
the onset of corrosion. This view is supported by good prediction of
mass loss by Faraday’s law taking into account the passive period
indicated by the AE measurement.
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5. The thickness of the concrete cover had a greater influence than the
concrete strength on the time required for chlorides to permeate
through the cover.
6. During the first few days of testing, the corrosion was restricted to a
small number of sites on the bar surface, similar to naturally induced
corrosion.
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Cover Zone Properties Influencing 
Acoustic Emission due to Corrosion 
 
Matthew Ing, Simon Austin, Richard Lyons  
 
Abstract 
The deterioration of reinforced concrete is a serviceability problem world-
wide. The cover zone plays an important role in the durability and 
serviceability of concrete and provides the initial barrier to aggressive 
species. The research presented investigates the potential of acoustic 
emission (AE) as a means of identifying corrosion at an early stage, before 
any significant cover damage has occurred. The purpose of part of the 
study was to identify the influential cover zone factors that affect the 
magnitude of the acoustic emission measurements per gram of steel loss. 
Prisms with various combinations of strength, cover thickness, aggregate 
and rebar diameters were studied to ascertain the important variables 
likely to be encountered on reinforced structures. The experimental results 
confirmed that early corrosion, verified by internal visual inspection and 
mass loss, can be detected by AE and before any external signs of 
cracking. They also show that the most influential parameter affecting the 
AE measurement is concrete strength, being exponentially related to the 
AE Energy. Material properties such as cover thickness had a negligible 
effect on AE Energy during the initial stages of reinforcement corrosion, 
whereas from this initial work, the rebar diameter indicated a promising 
relationship with AE Energy per gram of steel loss.  
 
Keywords: Crack detection, microcracking, corrosion, concrete, acoustic 
emission 
 
 
1 Introduction 
 
The time required to depassivate the surface of the steel in reinforced 
concrete and thus initiate corrosion, together with the rate at which the 
corrosion reaction will proceed, are both dependent upon the protection 
provided by the concrete cover [1]. The cover zone of reinforced concrete 
provides the only barrier to aggressive species which either attack the 
concrete directly or initiate corrosion of the reinforcement [2]. For 
example, the concrete cover controls the penetration of Cl-,CO2 and O2 
molecules to the vicinity of the steel, hence increasing the quality of 
concrete and depth of cover increases the  penetration time of Cl- ions to 
the level of steel and decreases the rate of oxygen diffusion  [1]. 
However, in addition to cover thickness, the rate of diffusion of oxygen 
and CO2 is also controlled by the degree of pore saturation in the concrete 
cover [3-5]. It has been shown that the strength of the concrete does not 
necessarily reflect the durability of the concrete [6]. 
 
Corrosion of steel is an electrochemical process, with a number of anode 
and cathode reactions. The combination of these reactions form the basis 
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of corrosion products, namely Fe(OH)2. Further reactions with oxygen and 
water present in the cover might form Fe(OH)3 [7], which is of greater 
volume than the steel. This increase in volume exerts stresses within the 
concrete, resulting in localised microcracking once the tensile capacity has 
been exceeded. In some instances, it has been reported that only 10-50 
µm of steel corrosion has been sufficient to crack 20 mm of cover [8]. 
Depending on the rebar spacing, rebar and cover dimensions, 
delamination of the concrete cover can occur resulting in a loss of bond 
with the reinforcement. 
 
The loss of bonding through delamination of the cover is a serious 
serviceability issue, hence reliable and early warning of potential cover 
damage would be of significant benefit. Acoustic Emission (AE) is an 
inspection technique that detects elastic waves due to material micro-
fracture. It has been found that AE is very sensitive to growth and 
initiation of cracks in concrete structures [9].  The use of AE as a method 
to detect corrosion of steel is well documented [10-14]. AE is not an 
electrochemical method, but by utilising the sensitivity of the technique to 
the growth and initiation of microcracks AE is able to identify corrosion by 
detecting microcracking induced to concrete as a consequence of the 
corrosion reaction [10]. The ability of concrete to resist the detrimental 
influence of corrosion is largely dependent upon the material properties of 
the concrete. However, no evidence of research has been found that 
investigates the effect of material properties on the magnitude of acoustic 
emissions. If the technique is to be developed from a laboratory-based 
tool into a field application, some understanding of the influential and 
structure specific parameters must be investigated. Therefore any 
relationship between metal loss and acoustic emission should be 
investigated.  
 
The focus of this work has been to examine the effects of the cover zone 
properties on the magnitude of AE Energy against a normalised mass loss. 
In addition, the influencing parameters affecting corrosion in concrete 
have been assessed with a view to enable a more accurate AE analysis. 
 
 
2 Methodology and Experimental Details 
 
2.1 Outline  
The testing programme varied the cover thickness, rebar diameter and 
compressive strength keeping two variables constant. For example, three 
characteristic strengths were investigated (20, 35 and 50MPa) whilst 
keeping the rebar diameter and cover constant at 16 mm. Corrosion was 
induced in the samples using the impressed current method. The 
subsequent corrosion of the rebar was detected and monitored using 
acoustic emission, a novel technique that did not perturb the corrosion 
mechanism or was disturbed by the applied current. After a 
predetermined period, the prisms were broken open and a visual 
confirmation of the onset of corrosion was made through measurement of 
the corroded area. The mass loss was determined gravimetrically and 
compared to the theoretical values obtained by applying Faraday’s Law. 
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The influence of the concrete strength, rebar diameter and cover thickness 
on the magnitude of the acoustic emissions were investigated against a 
normalised mass loss.  
 
2.2 Specimen Manufacture 
Nine series of singly reinforced concrete prisms were cast, with each 
series comprising eight beams. The material properties of each series are 
given in Table 1. 
 
Series 
Reference 
Rebar 
Diameter 
(mm) 
Strength 
MPA 
Cover 
(mm) 
Aggregate 
Size 
(mm) 
Dimensions 
(mm) 
16/35/16 16 35 16 10 48x70x250 
16/20/16 16 20 16 10 48x70x250 
16/50/16 16 50 16 10 48x70x250 
12/35/16 12 35 16 10 44x70x250 
20/35/16 20 35 16 10 52x75x250 
16/35/25 16 35 25 10 66x82x250 
16/35/25* 16 35 25 20 66x82x250 
16/35/40 16 35 40 10 96x100x250 
Table 1: Series Description 
 
Variations of either rebar diameter, strength, cover or aggregate size 
between each series revolved around the `base case’ series, reference 
16/35/16. The design of the samples was such that either the influence of 
the strength, rebar diameter or cover depth could be investigated, with all 
other factors remaining equal.  
 
The mix proportions and target strengths are given in Table 2. A plain 
Portland cement (Type I) mix was used in each case, with 10 mm washed 
river gravel and riverbed sand. The average strength of the C20 mixes 
was 32 MPa with a range of 27-36 MPa and an average standard deviation 
coefficient of 11%. The average strength of the C35 mix was 54 MPa with 
a range of 47-60 MPa and an average standard deviation coefficient of 6% 
(3.6-10). The C50 mix had a mean strength of 68 MPa (range 60-75) with 
a standard deviation coefficient of 9%.  
 
Characteristic 
Strength 
(MPa) 
Cement 
(content 
 kg/m3) 
Water Sand Aggregate Target 
Strength 
(MPa) 
Average 
Cube 
Strength 
(MPa) 
20 1 (316) 0.57 2.06 3.8 C28 32 
35 1 (400) 0.45 1.57 2.9 C43 54 
35  1 (390) 0.41 1.2 3.43 
(20mm) 
C43 57 
50 1 (545) 0.33 0.6 2.4 C58 68 
 
Table 2: Mix Proportions by weight 
 
The specimen geometry is shown in Fig. 1. The deformed rebars were 
centrally placed in the horizontal direction of each prism. The cover 
dimension c is the cover value specific to each series. The cover was 
controlled on all three sides as shown by using custom made mould 
insertions that had an accuracy of ±1 mm. The cover on the fourth side 
was significantly greater to limit any cracking that may occur to the cover 
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thickness being investigated. Prior to casting, scale on the rebar was 
mechanically removed by means of wire brushing. Using electronic scales, 
the mass of each bar was then recorded to the nearest 5 milligrams.  The 
weight of the rebars prevented the use of more accurate scales. A length 
of 20 mm at each end of the reinforcing bar was wrapped in electrical 
insulation tape to prevent edge-effects occurring. 
 
Figure 1 Specimen Dimensions (note rebar is centred horizontally) 
 
The prisms were cast and left in the moulds for 24 hours. All eight beams 
from each series were cast from the same batch of concrete, and 
compacted together on a vibrating table together with three cubes to 
check the compressive strength. Specimens and cubes were stripped and 
water cured for 28 days, followed by storage in ambient laboratory 
conditions of 20oC ± 5oC, RH ~50% for between 56-84 days. Prior to 
testing, the prisms were painted with a water-based whitewash to 
enhance the appearance of any cracks or rust staining should they occur. 
 
2.3 Accelerated Corrosion Tests 
A 30V DC power-supply (of type Thurlby Thandar PL320) was set to 
constant current mode supplying a fixed current of 100µA/cm2 This is 
reported as corresponding to the maximum corrosion rate for concrete in 
laboratory conditions [15] and has been used by several researchers in 
the laboratory [8,15]. Spot checks on the output of the power supply were 
undertaken to ensure that the current output was constant. The rebar was 
connected to the positive output of the supply, rendering it anodic, whilst 
the stainless steel plate was connected to the negative terminal, thus 
cathodic (Fig. 2). Electrical continuity between the anode and cathode was 
provided by a wet wick saturated in a 5% NaCl solution in contact with the 
base of the prism and the surface of the cathode. The half-cell potential 
was recorded initially and daily throughout the test duration on a number 
of the beams. 
 
Four beams in a series were tested simultaneously. A separate power 
supply and wick system was used for three of the beams to ensure that 
each beam had a controlled current flow. The fourth beam was used as a 
control, with no applied current, and was placed on a wet wick of de-
ionised water. 
232 mm
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Figure 2 Accelerated corrosion and AE test set-up 
 
2.4 Acoustic Emission 
Acoustic emission equipment supplied and calibrated by Physical Acoustics 
Limited was used to monitor the emissions from the concrete prisms 
described above. The transducers, measuring 25 mm in diameter and 45 
mm high, were mounted on the top of the specimens using a highly 
viscous coupling agent as shown in Fig. 2.  
 
The four prisms were pre-soaked for a seven day period immediately prior 
to testing by placing on a wet wick soaked with de-ionised water. This was 
to allow the internal moisture to equilibrate in the cover prior to the start 
of the test. The samples were then monitored using AE for a twenty-four 
hour period prior to the application of the current. The reason for this is 
three-fold: to ensure that hydration / early – age shrinkage had decayed 
to a low level that would not influence the results; to ensure that emission 
due to liquid absorption was not present; and to obtain a typical 
background level of AE for a specimen. After the initial twenty-four hour 
period, the current was applied and the samples were continuously 
monitored for any AE activity. 
 
Termination of the test was determined by monitoring the AE activity over 
time. The onset of corrosion (defined in the present paper as the 
transition from the passive state to depassivation and the production of 
corrosion products) was detected by a sudden increase in AE hits and ABS 
energy. An AE hit is an emission whose peak amplitude exceeds the set 
threshold, and ABS Energy is a quantifiable measurement of the energy 
contained in the hit, measured in atto joules J-18).  As soon as an increase 
in the AE occurred, the current was continued for approximately 1 – 3 
days to obtain a range of damage and corrosion within the samples. The 
remaining four prisms from the cast were then used to repeat the test. 
 
One of the initial aims of these tests was to monitor the samples 
continuously whilst the current was being applied. This served two 
objectives: (i) most importantly, all the AE activity for a set period of 
corrosion activity could be collected, enabling an attempt at correlating  
AE with mass loss; and (ii) to establish that when there was no / very low 
levels of emission, no corrosion was occurring. In the case of the latter, it 
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was necessary to occasionally break open samples prior to the onset of 
significant AE activity for confirmation. 
 
2.5 Measurement and Quantification of Corrosion 
Upon completion of the tests, each sample was visually examined for 
cracks, photographed and the cover removed. The surface area of 
corrosion on the exposed bar was measured and the total length of 
exposed rebar recorded, before gently removing the corrosion products 
with a wire brush. The bars were re-weighed to determine any measurable 
mass loss to a precision of 5 milligrams The total area of exposed steel 
(Ae) was calculated based on the exposed surface length and the nominal 
rebar diameter. 
 
The corrosion of steel was assumed to be a direct result of the applied 
current such that there had been no losses of energy due to heat or 
sound. This follows Faraday’s Law:  
 
zF
MitLossMass =      [1] 
 
Where M = Molar mass (55.847 for iron), i = Current (A), t = time (s), z 
= ionic number (2 for steel) and F = Faraday’s Constant = 96,487. 
 
Corrosion was not uniform over the bar surface but limited to a number of 
discrete locations with the majority of the surface of the rebar free of 
corrosion products. As corrosion of steel is not the only chemical reaction 
possible under the influence of an applied current [16], it is considered 
that two reactions are occurring over different areas of the steel; the 
corrosion active areas where metal corrodes to form oxide / hydroxide and 
the corrosion inactive areas where oxygen evolution reduction is probably 
taking place. 
 
 
Removal of the corrosion products revealed that the corrosion was in a 
pre-pitting stage, therefore the area covered by corrosion products can be 
assumed to be the corrosion active area, denoted Ac. 
 
Corrosion current i is active over (Ac/Ae) area fraction of the surface, 
where Ae is the total exposed surface area and (Ac/Ae) is in effect an 
‘anodic current efficiency’ term. Mass loss, therefore, is due to Eq. (2) 
 
(Ac/Ae)i     [2] 
 
 Thus mass loss can be calculated using a modified Faraday equation: 
 
iAA
zF
MtLossMass ec )/(=     [3] 
 
For correct application, t denotes the duration of the applied current from 
the initiation of corrosion, as detected by AE, until termination of the test. 
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Prior to this, it is assumed that the entire surface of the rebar was 
corrosion inactive.  
 
Applying Eq. (3) to the test results, whilst a degree of scatter exists, a 
reasonable approximation to gravimetrical mass loss was obtained (Fig. 
3), especially at lower mass losses. The scatter is considered acceptable 
accounting for the errors incumbent in obtaining both measurements and 
the assumptions made in the theoretical calculation. Errors in the 
gravimetrical measurement may arise due to damage inflicted to the rebar 
on removal from the concrete and subsequent cleaning, whilst errors in 
area measurement may introduce errors in the theoretical calculation. The 
relationship between theoretical and gravimetrical mass loss indicates the 
reliability of AE to detect the onset of corrosion. The assumptions and 
theory are explained in more detail in the following section. 
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Figure 3 Relationship between theoretical and gravimetrical mass loss. 
 
2.6 Polarisation of samples 
Polarising a rebar, by applying an external current when exposed to the 
alkaline environment afforded by concrete, will not immediately result in 
corrosion of the metal surface. The initiation of corrosion on the surface of 
the bar can only occur if the internal conditions of the concrete alter and 
the passive layer is broken down. This was achieved by the introduction of 
chloride ions into the concrete, attracted by the positively charged rebar. 
The time taken for a critical quantity of chloride ions to reach bar level 
depends upon the thickness of the cover concrete and its penetrability 
[17]. This effect of cover is shown in Fig. 4 for each prism at each of the 
concrete strengths investigated. Many of the individual prism results are 
superimposed onto each other. 
 
Fig. 4 shows that for a concrete with a 16-mm cover, a period of 
approximately three days was required for a critical quantity of chloride 
ions to reach bar level under anodic polarisation of the rebar. Initially, 
applying a current increases the potential of the steel above the 
thermodynamic stability range of water. Above this potential, water is 
oxidised, with the probable evolution of oxygen. Whilst passivity remains 
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intact, formation of Fe++ ions will not occur, hence Faraday’s Law cannot 
be applied to determine mass loss. 
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Figure 4 Effect of Cover on Initiation Time 
 
However, once corrosion has initiated, detected by the onset of AE, it is 
assumed that both oxygen evolution and corrosion may occur 
simultaneously during the early stages of corrosion and in this instance 
the current is used for both corrosion and oxygen evolution. Assuming 
that the area covered with corrosion products is depassivated, mass loss 
is due to the ‘anodic efficiency’ term (Ac/Ae)i. 
 
 
3. Results and Analysis  
 
3.1 Evidence of corrosion and resulting AE 
The analysis has been based upon using the Absolute Energy (ABS) 
parameter obtained from the acoustic emission data. The feature of ABS 
energy is that it records the energy obtained in the whole acoustic 
emission hit i.e. is threshold independent. The number of hits over time is 
often used in AE analysis [10-13,18], however, whilst this is often used to 
assess the rate of activity of a sample over time, the data is non-
dimensional and therefore non-quantitative. A useful AE parameter is the 
amplitude vs. time plot, where the peak amplitude of each hit is plotted 
against time. This plot enables a quick visual comparison between 
channels to be taken. Moreover, as amplitude is on a log scale, it gives a 
clearer indication of the magnitude of the emissions. 
 
Screen shots of amplitude versus time illustrating a control sample with 
no impressed current, an impressed sample before corrosion has begun 
and an actively corroding sample under impressed current are presented 
in Fig. 5(a-c) respectively. Comparing Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) with Fig. 5(c), 
the ability of AE to detect corrosion is clear. The emission in Fig. 5(a and 
b) is typical of background emission from the concrete, generally of low 
amplitude and energy. The emission in Fig. 5(c) was typical of emission 
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obtained from a corroding sample over a 24-hour period. However, it is 
important to note that there was no external evidence of corrosion during 
this acquisition period as shown for example in Fig. 6, even though 
corrosion was propagating. 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Amplitude Vs Time 
 
 
Figure 6: Internal and External View 
 
A summary of the key data is presented in Table 3, listing the total hits, 
ABS energy, corroded area, mass loss (theoretical and gravimetrical) and 
duration of the corrosion period of the rebar for each sample. Both the 
hits and ABS Energy values are those recorded during corrosion of the 
steel. All emissions recorded prior to the initiation of corrosion have been 
excluded from the analysis. Consequently, the control samples (D,H) and 
the samples opened approximately one day before corrosion was expected 
to begin have not been included in Table 3 as no corrosion products were 
found. The results hereon in have been divided into three areas to 
describe the effects of strength, cover depth and rebar diameter. 
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Specimen 
Reference 
Hits ABS 
Energy 
(aJ) 
Gravi- 
metrical 
Mass Loss 
(g) 
Theoretical 
Mass Loss 
(g) 
 
Duration 
of 
corrosion 
(s) 
 
Area 
corroded 
(cm2) 
A 5.7e3 1.40e6 0.11 0.011 108000 2.6 
B 4.2e2 1.14e7 0.02 0.0039 133200 0.8 
C 4.7e2 2.35e7 0.04 0.014 117000 3.0 
E 1.4e4 1.36e8 0.01 0.025 137520 4.9 
F 6.2e2 1.42e8 0.04 0.011 115000 2.5 
12/35/16 
G 6.6e2 1.03e7 0.02 0.015 121000 3.2 
A 6.5e5 5.50e9 0.11 0.13 216000 21.0 
B 5.6e3 8.11e7 0.01 0.024 146400 5.5 
C 5.5e3 1.32e8 0.17 0.04 86400 14.2 
E 4.4e4 5.50e9 0.27 0.20 176000 40.0 
16/50/16 
F 2.8e4 8.05e8 0.34 0.13 176000 25.4 
A 2.9e4 4.19e8 0.02 0.02 125000 6.8 
B 6.5e3 1.77e9 0.03 0.01 172000 1.4 
C 3.4e4 1.16e8 0.01 0.01 86400 3.4 
20/35/16 
E 7.2e3 2.02e8 0.04 0.106 205000 15.9 
A 1.8e3 1.54e6 0.21 0.01 194000 1.4 
B 1.5e2 1.60e6 0.02 0.012 242000 1.6 
C 0.3e2 7.60e3 0.00015 0.00015 21000 0.2 
16/20/16 
E 3.8e2 2.87e6 0.0033 0.0033 96000 1.2 
A 2.6e2 2.79e7 0.0019 0.0019 69000 1.1 
B 1.5e2 3.00e5 0.00022 0.00022 40000 0.2 
C 6.0e2 3.20e7 0.05 0.056 158400 12.6 
16/35/25 
E 3.7e3 5.85e7 0.10 0.081 179900 16.0 
A 5.3e3 8.29e7 0.10 0.064 225000 9.6 
B 3.7e3 5.90e6 0.01 0.0051 231000 1.4 
C 1.6e4 5.35e7 0.02 0.016 169000 3.6 
16/35/25
* 
E 7.2e3 2.61e8 0.07 0.066 228000 10.4 
A 3.6e3 3.76e7 0.01 0.0059 57000 3.4 
B 1.4e4 2.19e8 0.16 0.078 174000 16.1 
C 5.9e3 1.52e8 0.10 0.031 89000 13.0 
E 7.5e3 3.20e7 0.11 0.059 178000 11.7 
16/35/16 
F 6.2e3 7.35e7 0.02 0.023 172936 4.7 
A 8.6e2 7.05e8 0.05 0.046 228000 7.0 
B 1.4e3 2.29e8 0.06 0.053 479000 4.0 16/35/40 
C 1.6e3 2.73e7 0.08 0.068 421000 5.5 
Table 3: Key Data 
* Denotes 20 mm aggregate 
 
The extent of corrosion, before termination of the test was low. The 
electric scales used to measure the mass loss had an accuracy to the 
nearest 5 milligrams, which in four instances was insufficient to detect any 
change, hence the theoretical mass losses were substituted for these 
cases (underlined in Table 3). However, in most cases the gravimetrical 
weight losses provided independent evidence that corrosion had occurred. 
Weight loss was accompanied by the development of oxides on the 
surface and the area of this product was used in the theoretical calculation 
of mass loss using Eq. (3). All further analysis is based upon the 
gravimetrical mass loss values shown in Table 3. To overcome differences 
in the level of corrosion that occurred between beams, the data has been 
normalised by calculating ABS Energy / gram of gravimetrical steel loss. 
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3.2 Strength 
The ability of concrete to resist the expansive forces generated by 
corrosion products is related to the compressive and tensile strength of 
the material. The tensile strength of concrete is proportionally related to 
the compressive strength and can be represented by Eq. (4) [19]: 
 
    ft = 0.36(fcu)0.5      [4] 
 
Where: ft is the direct tensile strength, and fcu is the compressive strength 
of cubes, both in megapascals. 
 
The relationship between strength and ABS Energy per gram of steel loss 
for the three strength categories was investigated. Fig. 7 indicates a 
positive exponential relationship between compressive strength and ABS 
energy per gram of steel corrosion with a correlation coefficient of 0.79. 
Corrosion products deposited at the steel / matrix interface occupy a 
greater volume than the steel from which they were reduced. This volume 
increase induces strains at the interface, eventually exceeding the critical 
local tensile capacity for the matrix. As the local tensile failure occurs, the 
stored strain energy is partly transformed into the surface energy of the 
new crack face and partly emitted as an acoustic emission. Measuring the 
release of strain energy in the form of acoustic emission energy have 
given results that demonstrate an exponential relationship between strain 
and tensile capacity of the concrete (Fig. 8). This demonstrates the 
importance of obtaining the characteristic material strengths of any 
structure being tested. If ABS energy is to be used as a measurement 
parameter, significant errors may be incorporated into the analysis if the 
material characteristics are not considered. 
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Figure 7 Influence of compressive strength on ABS energy / gram of steel loss 
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Figure 8 Influence of tensile strength on ABS energy per gram of steel loss 
 
Absolute energy levels recorded during the corrosion were not constant 
with time, but increased in steps, followed by periods of relatively low 
activity as shown in Fig 9(a). A similar pattern is seen with hits versus 
time in Fig. 9(b). Comparable behaviour was reported by Dunn et al [12] 
who considered this a characteristic of periods of crack extension followed 
by continued corrosion. They believed that once the void provided by a 
previous crack was filled by new corrosion products, additional cracking 
then followed. The AE activity recorded in the interim was typically of 
lower amplitude, hence is of significantly lower energy than the higher 
amplitude emissions. The lower energy emissions are unlikely to be 
microcracking due to the frequency of hits and relatively low energy 
values but may be explained as compression of the pore space or 
compression of the corrosion product. The magnitude of energy contained 
in the larger emissions, as shown in Fig. 9(a), may suggest that 
microcracking within the cover is occurring. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9(a): ABS Energy over Time   Figure 9(b): Hits over Time 
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3.3 Cover Depth 
It is reported by Bascoul [20] that one of the weakest areas in concrete is 
the interfacial transition zone (ITZ) between cement pastes and 
aggregates. The different chemical and microstructural characteristics of 
the ITZ such as composition, an increased porosity and high permeability 
can influence durability as well as the mechanical properties of the 
concrete [21,22]. The role of the ITZ in transportation phenomena has 
been confirmed in terms of an increased diffusivity [23,24] and by an 
accumulation of ions in the zone [21,25]. The higher diffusivity of the ITZ, 
together with the differences of ionic concentration in the zone, is 
reported to preferentially attract the iron oxides migrating from the 
reinforcing bar by a diffusion mechanism following Fick’s Law [21]. 
Consequently, any damage to the cover resulting from the formation of 
different oxide phases occurs in this region.  
 
It is a reasonable assumption that a greater cover thickness provides a 
greater restraining force against microcracking, together with an increase 
in distance for the potential oxide path through the ITZ. The combination 
of these factors is likely to increase the ABS energy recorded, per gram of 
steel loss. However, the data revealed little trend or correlation (r = 0.17) 
between cover thickness and ABS Energy (Fig. 10) within the range of 
cover thickness studied, when keeping rebar diameter and strength 
constant. However, the natural variance between samples within a single 
test may disguise any potential relationship. Within the results for the 
40mm cover series, an anomaly is evident (which has been excluded from 
the analysis). Corrosion of this sample occurred adjacent to the tape at 
the end of the rebar where the cover was approximately 20 mm. On this 
occasion, the oxides were able to permeate around the taped end of the 
bar to the external end face. This ’leak’ of oxides is thought to be 
responsible for the lower ABS Energy / per gram of steel loss. 
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Figure 10 Influence of cover thickness on ABS energy per gram of steel loss 
 
The weak relationship with cover may have been strengthened by 
increasing the time-period of the corrosion reaction, thereby permitting a 
greater amount of oxide migration into the cover via the ITZ. In the 
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relatively short duration of the reaction, despite the high rate, only very 
small traces of oxide migration could be detected from visual inspection. 
Furthermore, with such low levels of mass loss, any error in mass loss 
measurements can easily distort any trend. The results would suggest 
that in the initial stages of corrosion, before any significant migration of 
oxides occur within the ITZ, the cover thickness has little influence on the 
magnitude of emissions.  
 
It has been noted in previous tests and by other authors [20,25] that 
corrosion is initiated in locations where aggregates are in close contact 
with the rebar due to the absence of free lime in these locations. Hence, 
the accumulation of iron oxides occurs around those aggregates that are 
in very close proximity to the reinforcing bar. The size of aggregate may 
influence the preferential failure path of the oxides, hence affect AE. 
However, from Fig. 11 it is seen that the ratio of maximum aggregate size 
to thickness of cover was not influential in the magnitude of ABS Energy 
per gram of steel loss during the initial stages of corrosion.  
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Figure 11 Influence of cover / aggregate ratio 
 
3.4 Rebar Diameter 
Damage to the cover resulting from the accumulation of corrosion 
products is characterised by cracking, delamination or spalling of the 
concrete, where the mode of failure is a function of the cover / rebar 
diameter ratio (c/d). This factor is considered the most influential in 
cracking initiation, where it has been shown that a linear trend exists 
between the c/d ratio versus attack penetration [27]. In Fig. 12, the c/d 
ratio was varied by keeping the cover thickness and strength constant and 
varying the rebar diameter. Consequently, by increasing the rebar 
diameter, the amount of attack penetration required to induce cracking is 
reduced. This implies that for a given mass loss, prisms with a larger 
diameter rebar will under go a greater extent of microcracking (leading to 
macrocracking) which, as shown in Fig. 12, is represented by an increase 
in ABS Energy per gram of steel loss.  The correlation coefficient of r = 
0.61 suggests a reasonable correlation between rebar diameter and ABS 
Energy, however the scatter present for the 12 mm diameter rebars 
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introduces an element of uncertainty. Therefore the study was expanded 
to encompass the various rebar and cover dimensions studied, keeping 
the compressive strength constant, as illustrated in Fig. 13, which is 
effectively a combination of Figs. 10 and 12. Through combining the 
figures an interesting trend is noted where the influence of c/d is shown to 
have a negligible effect when the ratio is greater than approximately 1.1. 
Such a trend would require further work to substantiate. 
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Figure 12 Influence of rebar diameter on ABS energy per gram of steel loss 
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Figure 13 Influence of cover / rebar diameter ratio on ABS Energy per gram of steel loss 
 
 
4. Discussion 
 
The use of AE to detect the early onset of corrosion activity in concrete 
has been shown to be a reliable laboratory method when used under the 
conditions presented in this work. Acoustic emission techniques detect 
transient acoustic waves generated by a sudden change in the local stress 
field in a material [28] therefore, by definition, the magnitude of energy 
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released is a function of damage and the material. That is to say, if the 
stress level and material properties are known, the technique also 
presents the capacity to quantitatively assess the damage to a given 
material, through the detection of stress waves.  
 
For an accurate assessment of damage, in this instance microcracking due 
to corrosion, material characteristics must be known for a given level of 
stress. The most important characteristic for the concrete cover zone was 
identified in Fig. 7, as being the compressive strength. The results show 
that as a rule of thumb, a 10 MPa increase in compressive strength will 
result in a 3.5 fold increase of the ABS Energy recorded per gram of steel 
loss due to corrosion. Consequently, for an equal loss of steel, higher 
strength concrete will release more energy during micro-fracture than a 
low strength concrete. Moreover, if the strength of the material is known, 
then the level of ABS Energy recorded may be used as an indication of the 
amount of microcracking occurring over the time span of the detection 
period. In this instance, it is apparent that corrosion detection will be 
more easily discernible in high strength concretes. The other two variables 
were found not to influence the AE significantly. There was a poor 
relationship with cover depth and no relationship with cover / bar 
diameter ratio. The findings may be because the tests were terminated 
before significant oxide migration had occurred, as we wanted to break 
open the specimens to confirm the detection of the early stages of 
corrosion.  
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Figure 14 Relationship between corroded area and mass loss 
 
Fig. 14 represents the general relationship between the measured 
corroded area and gravimetrical mass loss. The relationship suggests a 
general increase in the area of corrosion with mass loss. This may not 
always be true as pitting develops. The relationship also supports the 
findings that corrosion was in a pre-pitting stage. An anomaly is evident 
indicating that a high mass loss occurred (0.21g) corresponding with only 
a small area of corrosion, suggesting that in this instance pitting was 
occurring. This was not the case, and the spurious measurement may be 
attributable to damaging the bar on removal. The relationship is stronger 
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at lower levels of corrosion, where the errors associated with measuring 
the small discrete anodic sites maybe lower. Whilst the duration of the 
test could be controlled once corrosion had initiated, the extent of 
corrosion occurring within this time was not under any control, resulting in 
a large variation in the area of steel corroded. 
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Figure 15 Total ABS Energy vs. Mass Loss 
 
From Figs. 15 and 16, it can be argued that there is no relationship 
between ABS Energy and either mass loss or corroded area for the 
samples tested. AE detects microcracking occurring in the concrete as a 
consequence of the corrosion reaction, hence is not a direct measure 
corrosion rate. The microcracking occurs due to the production of oxides, 
which have a greater volume than the virgin metal. The volume increase 
of these oxides is dependent upon the type of oxide produced and on its 
degree of hydration. Furthermore, migration of these oxides away from 
the rebar through the ITZ will increase the surface area of the bulk 
concrete in contact with the oxides, hence may increase the number and 
frequency of microcracking. Diffusion and hydration of the oxides is 
independent of corrosion rate, but a function of the porosity of the paste 
within the cover and time. At high corrosion rates (e.g. 100µA/cm2) 
production of oxide may be greater than diffusion. Hence, at the corrosion 
rate used for these tests, high values of metal loss occurred without 
macro cracking of the concrete (verified by the absence of cracking on the 
surface of the prisms). The influence of higher corrosion currents on the 
rate of damage occurring to the concrete has also been reported by 
Alonso et al [27] who sustained corrosion until cracking appeared on the 
surface of the concrete. They reported that crack widths increase up to six 
times faster at nominal current densities of 10µA/cm2 than at 100µA/cm2. 
Furthermore, it was found that higher attack penetrations of the steel are 
necessary at high current densities to achieve a specific crack width than 
in those specimens tested at lower current densities. 
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Figure 16 Total ABS Energy vs. Area of Corrosion 
 
A corrosion current of 100µA/cm2 is towards the limit for naturally 
occurring corrosion, with values of between 2 and 10µA/cm2 being more 
commonly measured in real reinforced structures. At these rates, it is 
hypothesised that the migration of oxides may exceed or equal the rate of 
production, thereby creating a proportional relationship between AE and 
corrosion induced damage to the concrete. Further work is required to 
investigate the stability of the oxides with time as they accumulate within 
the cover. If the whole mass of oxide continues to react with the 
environment under dynamic environmental conditions, an indication of the 
cumulative volume of steel reduced, together with the damage to the 
concrete, might be obtainable using AE. 
 
 
5. Practical Implications 
 
The development of the technique as a reliable corrosion detection tool 
will involve standardising the results to take into account the influential 
material parameters discussed in this work, the most important of these 
being the compressive strength of the concrete. The second consideration 
will be to impress lower corrosion rates to investigate if the rate of ABS 
energy bears any relationship to the rate of damage induced by differing 
corrosion rates.  
 
The results presented have been normalised to give an ABS energy per 
gram of steel loss value to enable comparisons between beams that have 
corroded for different durations and over different areas. Due to the 
localised nature of the corrosion, it was not possible to assess mass loss 
by duration or area alone. Consequently, an ABS energy per hour value 
calculated for a beam, averaged over either the entire test duration or a 
predetermined time, cannot be compared directly with another beam as 
the total mass losses will be different. 
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The work presented in this paper has provided an initial assessment of 
how strength, cover thickness and rebar diameter may influence the ABS 
energy emitted for a given amount of steel loss. It is acknowledged that 
only limited data is presented here in which there is evidence of scatter 
that is inherent in the material and processes, and as such will be 
naturally reflected in the emissions. The research suggests that ABS 
Energy is a useful parameter to use to detect corrosion before the onset of 
visual damage is evident externally. This work has started to answer some 
of the key questions of how field data may be interpreted when the 
material factors may vary, giving AE promise as a non-destructive testing 
technique.  
 
 
6. Conclusions 
 
The use of AE as a corrosion detection technique within the laboratory has 
been shown to successfully detect corrosion in a variety of singly 
reinforced concrete beams exposed to an accelerated corrosion current. 
The onset of corrosion could be easily identified by a sudden increase in 
cumulative ABS energy significantly before any visual damage was evident 
externally.  
 
This work demonstrates the potential of the AE technique in detecting 
reinforcement corrosion. However, the research is extensive in time and 
effort and though it is believed that within the data presented interesting 
results have been observed in an area where there is little published data. 
It is recommended that further work to investigate the effect of lower 
rates of corrosion with ABS Energy would be a logical progression. 
 
From the work undertaken the following principle conclusions can be 
drawn: 
 
1. The work has demonstrated the ability of Acoustic Emission as a non-
destructive technique to accurately detect reinforcement corrosion at 
early stages before any external signs (e.g. cracking or staining) of 
corrosion occur.  
2. An exponential, empirical relationship has been established between 
compressive strength and ABS Energy per gram of steel loss. As a rule 
of thumb, an increase in compressive strength of 10 MPa will increase 
the ABS Energy per gram of steel loss 3.5 fold. 
3. The exponential relationship between compressive strength and ABS 
Energy suggests that the AE technique detects the sudden release of 
strain energy in concrete, occurring through micro-fracture of the 
concrete matrix. 
4. The thickness of cover was found to have an insignificant effect on the 
level of ABS Energy per gram of steel loss during the initial stages of 
corrosion.  
5. Increasing the rebar diameter, keeping strength and cover depth 
constant (35 MPa and 16 mm respectively) was found to increase the 
ABS Energy per gram of steel loss. 
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6. From the data presented in the paper, the cover / rebar diameter ratio 
overall had a surprisingly low influence in the magnitude of ABS Energy 
per gram of steel loss. However, keeping the cover thickness constant 
and varying the rebar diameter suggested a potential relationship but 
further investigation is needed. 
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Abstract 
Chloride rich reinforced concrete prisms were coupled to chloride free 
prisms and exposed to diurnal and seasonal temperature cycles typical of 
those found in the UK. Acoustic Emissions (AE) and galvanic currents were 
continuously monitored and correlated with ambient temperature. AE and 
galvanic currents were found to emulate the evolution of temperature in 
the diurnal cycles, although no specific relationship between AE and 
galvanic current could be obtained. The influence of seasonal variations in 
galvanic current had no obvious influence on AE Energy per second over 
the range of corrosion rates studied. The findings suggest that AE is more 
sensitive to short term (diurnal) changes in corrosion rates than the 
longer (seasonal) effects. It was hypothesised that this is due to transitory 
changes in the internal microclimate of the concrete. 
 
Keywords: Steel reinforced concrete, thermal cycling, acoustic emission 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
In most instances reinforcing steel remains in a passive state for the 
duration of the structure’s life, attributable to the high alkalinity of the 
soluble constituents in the concrete pore In most instances reinforcing 
steel remains in a passive state for the duration of the structure’s life, 
attributable to the high alkalinity of the soluble constituents in the 
concrete pore water and the physical barrier against aggressive species, 
provided by the cover. However, penetration of chlorides through the 
cover and or neutralisation of the pore water due to carbonation are the 
two primary factors that can instigate rebar corrosion, leading to a loss of 
steel section and or loss of bond.  
 
The rate at which the subsequent corrosion reaction will proceed depends 
primarily upon the ambient temperature, as expressed by the Arrhenuis 
equation [1], internal relative humidity (RH) and oxygen content [2-4]. In 
real concrete structures, the internal RH and temperature are continuously 
changing within the concrete [3,5], evolving with the seasonal and diurnal 
cycles of the environment and in the case of exposed concrete, the 
internal RH is influenced by wetting and drying [6,7]. Thus the rate of 
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corrosion is also a non-stationary phenomenon, in continual non-
equilibrium with the environmental dynamic processes.  
 
Overall, the effect of temperature on corrosion rates is a complex one but 
generally corrosion rates increase with increasing temperature. As a rule 
of thumb, a 10oC increase in temperature can double the corrosion rate 
[8] although the actual relationship will depend upon the interactions of 
the other related parameters, also influenced by temperature, such as 
internal resistance, oxygen diffusion, oxygen content in the pores, 
changes in the free chloride content and alkalinity of the pore solution [3].  
 
 
1.1 Scope of study 
Detection of rebar corrosion in concrete before external visual signs 
become apparent may provide a critical advantage for any corrosion 
detection method. Such early warnings might enable an effective and 
efficient management of the concrete degradation, avoiding sudden costs 
and closures. Acoustic emission (AE) is a promising non-destructive test 
technique, which has the potential for detecting the very early stages of 
corrosion, before external visual damage occurs [9,10] and is based on 
detection of the rapid release of energy within a material undergoing 
stress deformations. However, the link between AE measurement and 
active corrosion is not yet fully understood, certainly not enough to apply 
this technique successfully to detect reinforcement corrosion on site. 
Consequently, the focus of this work is to determine how variations in 
corrosion rate, induced by diurnal and seasonal temperatures, influence 
the ability of AE to detect low levels of corrosion in reinforced concrete.  
 
1.2 Principles of AE 
Acoustic emissions are transient elastic stress waves resulting from a 
sudden release of elastic energy, caused by mechanical deformations, 
initiation, and propagation of microcracks, dislocation movement, phase 
transformations and other irreversible changes in a material [11]. The AE 
technique is widely used as a non-destructive evaluation method for 
testing metallic or reinforced plastic vessels on-site [12] and more 
recently, has been applied to deteriorated concrete structures [13-14]. 
 
Over the past three decades, AE has been applied to monitor the initiation 
and propagation of aqueous corrosion. Research by Rettig and Felsen [15] 
reported a good correlation between AE counts and the corrosion of Fe 
and Al wire in hydrochloric acid, measured by the volume of hydrogen 
evolved. Furthermore, when Al was galvanically coupled to Fe, they 
reported that the increase in AE counts corresponded well to the increase 
in corrosion activity. Similar results were observed by Mansfeld and 
Stocker [16] who immersed aluminium alloys into a 3.5 % NaCl solution 
coupled to either Cu, Steel, Cd or Zn and were able to quantitatively 
relate the corrosion rate with AE emission. They reported that “AE activity 
is closely related to the current density and therefore pitting rate”. More 
recently, Fregonese et al [17] studied the response of AE to the 
development of pitting corrosion on AISI 316L austentic stainless steel in 
a 3% NaCl solution. They demonstrated that AE was able to differentiate 
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between the initiation and the propagation stage, where in the latter case 
the evolution of hydrogen bubbles were the reported cause of emission.  
 
Research in AE techniques has also been extensively applied to concrete 
as a method of non-destructive testing [18-20]. Wu et al [21] reported AE 
to be “an effective method for studying the failure mechanism of 
concrete”, supporting Hearn and Shield [22] who found AE to be a viable 
method of determining active crack growth in reinforced concrete 
structures. Furthermore, using source location, the cracks were located to 
within several centimetres with just two AE transducers. Li and Shah [23] 
successfully used AE on concrete under going uniaxial tensile tests, where 
the cause of emission was the nucleation of microcracks. Whilst AE has 
been used as a method to monitor the structural integrity of beams placed 
under increasing loads with various levels of corrosion induced damage 
[24,25], AE has also been applied to the detection of steel reinforcement 
corrosion [26-29].  
 
Corrosion-induced concrete damage has been detected by AE in 
laboratory specimens that are freely corroding and subjected to 
accelerated corrosion [10,29]. However, whilst it has been possible to 
correlate AE with the rate of aqueous corrosion [30], little work has been 
found that correlates AE to variations in the corrosion rate of steel 
reinforcement in concrete. Whilst limited work has investigated the 
environmental dynamics on corrosion rate in weathered concrete [3,5], 
there is no published evidence of the response of AE to these 
environmentally induced changes in corrosion rate, thus it is the aim of 
this work to investigate how AE responds to short term variations (diurnal 
cycles) and longer term changes (seasonal cycles) as part of the 
development of AE towards being a practical site technique.  
 
 
2. Experimental Procedure 
 
2.1 Overview of study 
The experimental procedure was divided into two elements: (i) Diurnal 
temperature testing of specimens exposed to a sheltered, outdoor climate 
in Loughborough, UK with continuous AE monitoring and, (ii) Physical 
modelling of a range of temperatures that may be encountered seasonally 
in the UK climate with continuous AE monitoring of corroding specimens. 
The AE monitoring procedure was common for both experiments and is 
described in Section 2.7. 
 
2.2 Specimens for the Diurnal Temperature Testing 
For these experiments five prisms of dimensions 96 x 96 x 232 mm were 
cast out of a concrete containing 383 kg/m3 of type I Portland cement, 
670 kg/m3 of fine aggregate and 1142 kg/m3 of course aggregate with a 
water / cement ratio of 0.47. Each prism contained a 16 mm deformed 
rebar centrally placed with a cover of 40 mm. A further three specimens 
of identical dimensions and mix proportions were cast with the addition of 
3% NaCl by weight of cement to promote corrosion. The final 30 mm of 
each rebar was wrapped in electrical insulation tape to prevent edge 
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effects. Approximately 10 mm of the rebar protruded at both ends of the 
prisms to enable electrical connections to be made. The eight beams were 
water cured for 28 days and then left in an external sheltered 
environment for an arbitrary eight month period. 
 
Prior to testing, a 10 mm slice of concrete was removed from the cast face 
of each prism using a diamond studded saw. The cut face of a prism 
containing NaCl (anode) was cemented to the cut face of a chloride-free 
prism (cathode) to produce the test beam. Three such beams were 
produced (Beams 1-3), together with a control (Beam 4), constructed 
from two chloride-free prisms. This produced a total of four beams of 
dimensions 172 x 96 x 232 mm as shown in Figure 1. The cementing was 
achieved by applying a thin layer of fresh cement slurry of water content 
0.5 to both freshly cut surfaces and carefully sliding together in a sawing 
motion to prevent entrapment of air. After 24 hours the samples were 
partially submerged in a water tank for seven days, with the chloride free 
prisms being partially exposed to the atmosphere. The water aided curing 
of the cement layer, but by only partially submerging the cathode it was 
intended that a differential aeration cell between the anode and cathode 
would be created, thus increasing the corrosion rate. 
 
 
40 4016 
40 
16 
40 
16 
68 
250
180
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Cement Slurry
16mm Rebar
100Ω Resistor
232 
 
 
Figure 1 Experimental Arrangement for the Diurnal Measurements 
 
Upon removal from the water tank, a 100 Ω shunt resistor was connected 
between the ends of the two exposed rebars to create a galvanic couple 
between the two beams. Two coats of bitumen paint were applied to all 
four vertical faces of each beam to minimise water loss. Waterproof tape 
was attached to the exposed (top) face of the anode to ensure that 
evaporation and oxygen diffusion could only occur through the exposed 
cathode face. This allowed for the tape to be easily removed to undertake 
half-cell measurements. Sealing the beams in this manner was found to 
eliminate acoustic emissions generated by thermal cycling and 
significantly reduce water loss, thereby helping to maintain a galvanic 
current over a number of days. The physical dimensions of the Beams are 
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greater than those used in the seasonal study in an attempt to maintain a 
sufficient water content at bar depth, without the need to immerse the 
specimens in water.  
 
2.3 Diurnal Test Procedure 
Beams 1-4 were each placed on two strips of wood, thus allowing airflow 
under the specimens and left exposed to an external environment 
sheltered from the wind and rain for a number of consecutive days. 
  
2.4 Specimens for Seasonal Temperature Testing 
For these experiments five prisms of dimensions 48 x 75 x 232 mm were 
cast using the same mix design and preparation procedure as described 
for Beams 1-4. Each prism contained a 16 mm deformed rebar with a 16 
mm cover to the top, bottom and one side. Three further beams of 
identical dimensions were cast in a separate batch containing 316 kg/m3 
type 1 Portland cement, 652 kg/m3 fine aggregate and 1212 kg/m3 of 
course aggregate with a water / cement ratio of 0.57 and contained 3% 
NaCl by weight of cement to provoke corrosion of the reinforcement. The 
lower strength concrete mix was used to promote active corrosion of the 
rebar. The low cover and differential strengths were deliberately designed 
to maximise the galvanic flow.  
 
2.5 Seasonal Test Procedure 
 
A prism containing chloride was coupled to a chloride free prism to create 
a corrosion cell as shown in Figure 2. The coupled prisms will from hereon 
in be referred to as Cells to distinguish them from the Beams used in the 
diurnal study. Three such Cells were constructed (Cells 1 - 3) together 
with a control (Cell 4), consisting of two chloride free prisms. To minimise 
any effects of resistance control and to ensure a steady galvanic current, 
distilled water was continuously provided via wet wicks to the bottom of 
the anode and to the interface between the anode and cathode. The top 
wick provided a continuous ionic path between the anode and cathode and 
combined with the low cover thickness (16 mm), created a low resistance 
path for ionic transfer. Additionally the wet wicks served to increase the 
internal water content of the anode, thereby creating a differential 
aeration mechanism between the anode and cathode, thus increasing the 
potential difference, in addition to any effect the lower strength concrete 
may impart. 
 
Cells 1-4 were placed in a custom-built climatic room set at 25, 15 and 
5oC (±1.5oC) for 96 hours at each temperature (Test 1) and 5, 10 and 
25oC for 96 hours at each temperature (Test 2). The actual room 
temperature was recorded hourly using a data logger and any variations 
averaged over the day. The first test was run consecutively starting at 
25oC whereas the second test was started at 5oC and increased in 
temperature. The refrigeration apparatus control limited the selection of 
set temperatures; hence the temperatures selected do not represent a 
specific time of year, but cover a broad range of the temperatures likely to 
be encountered annually in the UK. The cells were monitored continuously 
for acoustic emissions. 
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Figure 2 Experimental Arrangement for Seasonal Cycling 
 
2.6 Corrosion Rate Measurement 
Calculation of the galvanic current (Ig) from Beams 1-3 and Cells 1-3 
(excluding the controls) was undertaken by logging the macro cell voltage 
across the 100 Ω shunt resistor once every second and then converted 
into current using Ohms Law. The polarity was arranged so that a positive 
Ig corresponded to anodic corrosion, assuming that Ig was restricted to the 
anode. Half-cell potentials were also recorded at the end of each 
temperature cycle using a copper / copper sulphate electrode (CSE). 
 
2.7 Acoustic Emission Monitoring 
An AE 4-channel DiSP acquisition board, supplied and calibrated for this 
purpose by Physical Acoustics Ltd was used with piezoelectric transducers 
connected in series to an external buffer amplifier. Both hit and time 
driven data were recorded for post processing. PVC tape secured the 
transducers to each prism and the sensor / concrete interface was 
lubricated with grease to improve the coupling. PVC tape was used as it 
does not emit AE when stressed. The control beams were monitored to 
ensure that emission occurred as a result of corrosion and not from 
background sources in the testing environment. Emissions are recorded as 
hits, which are the transient waveforms of an AE signal that exceed a pre-
set threshold. The hit will have specific parameters, for example the 
magnitude of the peak amplitude (dBAE), duration (sec) of the signal and 
energy contained in the signal, calculated from the Modified Area Rectified 
Signal Envelope (MARSE) [8], a dimensionless quantity, relative to the 
energy gain set in the software. The number of hits is often used as a 
measure of the damage occurring to a material. However, the cumulative 
number of hits does not differentiate between high or low amplitude 
events, which can indicate the severity of the damage. Using the 
cumulative energy value the severity or activity of the source is more 
apparent as higher amplitude hits generally contain more energy. 
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3. Results 
 
3.1 Diurnal Temperature Effects 
3.1.1 Galvanic Current 
 
The response of Ig to the diurnal temperature variations is illustrated in 
Figure 3 for Beams 1-3 exposed to five consecutive diurnal cycles. The 
evolution of Ig is shown to resemble the changing ambient temperature 
with time, indicating a dependence of Ig on temperature. However, a small 
time lag is evident between the maximum temperature and maximum Ig 
probably due to thermal inertia effects.  
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Figure 3 Hourly Variations of (a) Ig and (b) External Temperature 
 
 
Plotting hourly Ig values against hourly ambient temperature (Figure 4) 
reveals a positive, linear relationship for all three beams indicating that an 
increase in temperature results in an increase in Ig. However, a degree of 
scatter exists, and an Arrhenuis relationship was not found indicating that 
the change in Ig is not entirely attributable to a change in temperature 
and that a specific relationship between Ig and temperature may not exist.  
 
Ig is also a function of the internal RH (RHint) of the concrete, which in 
sheltered, exposed concrete, is largely influenced by temperature [31]. 
Whilst RHint was not measured, the masses of each specimen were 
recorded at the start and end of the five-day cycle and are presented in 
Table 1 together with the half-cell results taken at the same time. The 
results reveal that all four beams exhibited a decrease in mass, most 
probably due to evaporation of pore water. This loss of water may have 
affected Ig by increasing the internal resistance, thus influencing any 
direct relationship with temperature. The evaporation of water was not 
responsible for any acoustic emission during the test, demonstrated by 
the control in Figures 5 & 6. 
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Figure 4 Relationship between Galvanic Current and Temperature 
 
It is also evident from Figure 4 that the galvanic currents recorded from 
Beams 1-3 are very low. If it is assumed that the entire surface area of 
the rebar was corroding (100cm2 nominal surface area), Ig for Beam 1 
equates to approximately 0.02µA/cm2, suggesting that it is within the 
passive range (~0.1µA/cm2). The AE results clearly suggest that this is 
not the case, however it is emphasised that very low rates of corrosion 
are being detected.  
 
Differences in Ig between the physically identical prisms are apparent. 
Whilst the rebars are embedded in chloride rich concrete, other 
geometrical heterogeneities (such as crevices) are required at the steel / 
concrete interface for corrosion to initiate [32]. Furthermore, González et 
al [32] suggest that the kinetics of the subsequent reaction is dependent 
upon primary factors, such as oxygen and water content, and the 
influence of the secondary factors such as geometrical heterogeneities and 
depassivation factors. Thus it is probable that differences in the primary 
and secondary factors explain the differences in corrosion rates observed. 
 
3.1.2 Acoustic Emission 
The response of AE to the diurnal temperature cycle is illustrated in Figure 
5 showing AE hits per hour against ambient temperature. AE hits per hour 
have been plotted as a running average over a five-hour period to smooth 
out fluctuations in the data. It is clear that the AE activity emulates the 
temperature cycle, showing an increase and decrease in AE activity with 
temperature. Moreover, the control emitted virtually zero emissions over 
the entire test duration (~120 hours) strongly suggesting that the 
emissions from Beams 1-3 are as a result of corrosion as opposed to other 
mechanisms such as thermally induced AE or water loss. The clear 
distinction between the corroding beams and the control supports Dunn et 
al [26] who found that AE could distinguish between noble and active 
specimens.  
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Figure 5 AE Hits per Hour (Diurnal Cycle) 
 
However, whilst Figure 5 can be useful to identify AE activity and so 
corrosion, recording the energy contained in the AE hits may be used to 
provide a quantitative indication of damage occurring within the concrete 
as it considers both the amplitude and duration of a signal. The energy 
per hour for each of the four beams is shown in Figure 6, also presented 
as a running five hour average. The energy per hour for Beam 3 is clearly 
at a maximum during the warmer periods of the day, with Beams 1 and 3 
exhibiting a greater degree of similarity. Comparing Figures 5 and 6, it is 
apparent that most of the energy from Beam 3 must be contained in a few 
of the hits as there is a large difference between the number of hits per 
hour relative to energy per hour. Such high-energy hits are typically of 
greater amplitude resulting in a few hits contributing to the majority of 
the energy in a hour period. Higher amplitude AE may be indicative of 
larger micro fracture. 
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Figure 6 AE Energy per Hour (Diurnal Cycle) 
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Whilst the rate and energy of emissions generally increases with 
temperature, the magnitude of these emissions does not appear to be 
related to a specific Ig (Figure 7) or maximum temperature, probably as 
the energy of the AE is not directly attributable to Ig but a function of the 
material properties of the concrete [9], the co-efficient of expansion of the 
oxide, the frequency response of the transducer, the distance from the 
source of the emission (attenuation) and the number of simultaneous 
fractures occurring. Thus, the total AE energy recorded over a finite period 
does not relate to a specific Ig or temperature but as shown in Figures 5 & 
6, can only indicate the periods at which the corrosion activity is 
increased. 
 
AE obtained during the coolest part of the diurnal cycles is shown in Figure 
6 to be dramatically lower than at the warmer periods, but in nearly all 
cases remains greater than the control. Moreover, from the data 
presented, there is no minimum temperature below which AE is 
undetected and while the minimum temperature in each cycle is different, 
the minimum AE values remained fairly constant or at least above a 
minimum level.  
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 Figure 7 Energy and Corrosion Rate for Beam 3. 
 
From this work it is evident that corrosion is more easily detectable using 
AE during the warmer periods of the day, coinciding with the maximum 
temperature, although providing the monitoring period is of sufficient 
duration, corrosion of reinforcing steel in concrete is detectable at all 
times throughout the 24-hour cycle.  
 
Independent of the time of day of testing, care should be taken in 
interpreting data due to the natural variations that occur in the magnitude 
of energy expelled during micro fracture. Such random occurrences are 
accentuated by the low corrosion rate where the data rate is inherently 
low, requiring only a few high-energy emissions to dominate the results as 
illustrated by Beam 3. 
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3.1.3 Half-cell potentials 
The half-cell results, presented in Table 1 indicate that over the course of 
the five-day period, the electrochemical potential of the rebars became 
less negative and in the case of Beam 1, increased to a value suggesting 
that the rebar was approaching nobility (-353 mV), where the transition 
between active and noble steel is defined as –350 mV CSE. Clearly 
comparing the AE data to the control, it is evident that corrosion was 
occurring, independently verified by a positive Ig. The reduction in 
potential may be attributable to the reduction in water content. 
 
Beam 
Number 
Mass at 
start (kg) 
Half-cell at 
start 
(mV/CSE) 
Mass at 
end 
(kg) 
Change 
in Mass 
(kg) 
Half-Cell at 
End 
(mV/CSE) 
Change in 
Half-Cell 
(mV/CSE) 
1 9.765 -422 9.755 -0.010 -353 69 
2 10.198 -477 10.192 -0.006 -467 10 
3 9.901 -446 9.893 -0.008 -420 26 
4 10.959 -236 10.945 -0.014 -178 58 
Table 1 Half Cell Potential and Mass Changes, Beams 1-4 
 
3.2 Seasonal Temperature Effects 
It has been shown from the diurnal results that Ig varies in response to 
diurnal temperature fluctuations; hence each prism will have a minimum 
and maximum Ig influenced by the daily minimum and maximum 
temperatures respectively. Ig is a direct and continuous measure of the 
current flowing between the anode and cathode due to the 
electrochemical reaction enabling a clear relationship between 
temperature and corrosion to be obtained. AE however detects corrosion 
through the energy emitted during the transient physical alterations that 
occur within the concrete microstructure, induced by the incompatibility 
between the corrosion oxides and the cement paste. Consequently, AE is 
not a direct measure of corrosion rate, but will be influenced by the rate 
and type of oxide production and its interaction with the concrete matrix. 
 
The variance in AE energy reported in Section 3.1 could possibly be 
averaged out if the corrosion rate is kept constant for a fixed period of 
time, enabling correlation of AE Energy with Ig. This was the focus of the 
second part of the work, in which fixed temperatures, typical of various 
times of the year were replicated, and the corrosion rate was kept 
constant by providing a constant supply of water and maintaining a steady 
temperature.  
 
3.2.1 Galvanic Current 
Varying the ambient temperature over a temperature range indicative of 
the UK seasonal climate induced changes in Ig as shown in Figure 8, where 
the recorded Ig for the second of the temperature cycles is plotted against 
actual room temperature which varied slightly from day to day.  
 
From Figure 8 it is apparent that across the temperature range studied, Ig 
increased by a factor of approximately 2.3 in each of the three corrosion 
cells. This might suggest that in the UK, the corrosion rate in real 
structures may also vary over this magnitude, assuming that the change 
in corrosion rate is only due to changes in temperature and that the 
internal moisture content of the concrete remains relatively constant. 
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Figure 8 Galvanic Current Versus Temperature (Seasonal Cycles) 
 
3.2.2 Acoustic Hits 
Figure 9, presents the total number of AE hits per day at each recorded 
temperature for test one and two. The number of AE hits over time can be 
indicative of the level of activity occurring in a sample and it is apparent 
from Figure 9 that over the 24-hour periods where the control was 
emissive, it exhibited significantly lower AE activity in comparison to the 
corroding Cells.  
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Figure 9 Total AE Hits/Day for each Temperature 
 
On most occasions, emission from the control over a 24 hour period was 
practically zero. This confirms that the source of the emissions from the 
active cells arises mostly from the corrosion mechanism and not from 
sources in either the test method or testing environment. While there is 
no direct relationship evident between AE hits per day and temperature or 
Ig (Figure 10), it is apparent that increasing the temperature tends to 
increase the range in number of AE hits per day. Furthermore the shortest 
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and lowest range corresponds with the lowest temperature setting, which 
would suggest that acoustic activity is reduced at lower temperatures. 
 
On completion of the tests Cells 1-3 were broken open and visually 
examined to investigate if there was any correlation between the number 
of hits and the extent of corrosion. A summary of the visual results, AE 
and Ig is presented in Table 2 together with the total corrosion (Coulombs) 
calculated over the monitoring period. 
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Figure 10 Hits per Day Versus Galvanic Current. 
 
 
Cell Average 
Hits / 
Day 
Total 
Hits / 
Day 
No. of 
corrosion 
sites 
Area of 
corrosion 
products 
cm2 
Average 
Ig 
 
µA 
Total 
Corrosion 
 
(Coulombs) 
Maximum 
Pit 
Diameter 
(mm) 
1 50 
 
1204 15 23.15 113.39 2290 2.5 
2 76 
 
1826 4 21.37 68.96 1380 <1.0 
3 50 
 
1197 18 22.27 70.50 1421 <1.0 
Table 2 Details of Corrosion Area and Number of Active Sites with and AE and Galvanic Current  
Results 
 
It is evident from Table 2 that all three cells had comparable areas of 
active corrosion (identified by the presence of oxides on the surface). 
Removal of the oxides revealed that in most instances a general type of 
corrosion had occurred with no obvious pits evident apart from a single pit 
of diameter 2.5 mm in Cell 1. There was evidence in all cases of oxide 
migration into the immediate cement paste. The number of active sites in 
Cell 2 was considerably lower than the other two Cells with the corrosion 
occurring on these sites having a larger build up of scale in comparison to 
the discrete corrosion sites that had occurred in the other two Cells. It is 
suggested that larger single areas of corrosion found in Cell 2 may have a 
higher concentration of currents, altering the local pH of the pore water 
and influencing the type of oxide being produced, thus the affecting the 
mobility of the oxide, volume of expansion and the AE.  
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No correlation was apparent between area of corrosion and AE hits or 
number of active sites. This would again suggest that the AE is a function 
of the interaction between the matrix and oxide. 
 
3.2.3 Acoustic Energy 
The total energy recorded over each 24-hour period was converted into 
energy per second and is presented in Figure 11 showing AE energy per 
second versus Ig for Cells 1-3 for each of the temperature cycles. Even 
though in many circumstances Ig was constant over a particular four-day 
period, the AE energy per hour (Figure 12) and between successive days 
was irregular. This supports the view that anodic dissolution is not the 
direct cause of emission, with the interaction of the expansive oxides with 
the matrix being a more plausible explanation. This mechanism has two 
implications. Firstly, at low corrosion rates the duration of monitoring will 
significantly influence the accuracy of detection; for example in Figure 12, 
which shows a 48 hour monitoring period from Cell 2 at 5oC, monitoring 
between the 40-41st hour (high energy) and between the 20-21st hour (no 
energy) will give two very different results for the same corrosion rate and 
sample. Secondly, due to the irregular nature of the emission, only a 
couple of high-energy AE hits are required to distort the data collected 
within a 24 hour period, as shown by the two outliers in Figure 11.  
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Figure 11 Energy per Second Versus Galvanic Current 
 
For this reason, and as seen in Figure 11, there is no unique value of 
energy per second that corresponds to a given value of Ig, either within a 
Cell data set or between Cells. Furthermore, an increase in Ig does not 
necessarily convert to an increase in AE energy per second. Thus, the 
total AE energy recorded over a finite period can only indicate an 
approximate range of corrosion activity. Due to the low corrosion rate, 
only a relatively small number of processes occur within each 24 hour 
period, consequently the variations in energy that occur naturally between 
each micro fracture are not averaged out hence distorting the cumulative 
values. 
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Figure 12 Energy per Hour, Cell 3, 5oC. 
 
Figure 13 shows AE Energy per second against temperature for Cells 1-4 
where it is evident that the temperature and hence time of year, has 
apparently little influence on the ability of AE to detect corrosion of steel 
in concrete. Whilst the maximum energy per second increases at higher 
temperatures there is no clear relationship between temperature and AE 
Energy. This might also suggest that the change in Ig induced by a change 
in temperature is not of a significant magnitude to induce any discernable 
change in the energy emitted.  
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   Figure 13 Energy per Second Versus Temperature 
 
3.2.4 Half-cell Measurement (Seasonal Study) 
The half-cell evolution for Cells 1-4 is given in Table 3. Cells 1-2 exhibited 
an active potential over the entire test duration. Cell 4, (control) remained 
noble throughout both tests supporting the AE results presented, however 
some of the half-cell values fall within the intermediate range (-200 to -
350mV), suggesting that a degree of water saturation was occurring. 
During the first test, Cell 3 indicated a potential that could either be noble 
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or passive at both 5 and 15oC. However, the AE results strongly suggest 
that corrosion was active as both the AE energy and AE hit rates were 
substantially higher than for the noble control. A similar result was 
reported by Li et al [23] who reported that AE could detect corrosion in 
concrete beams where the half-cell potential suggested that they were 
noble. The difference in half-cell potential values between test one and 
two is considered to be attributable to a time elapse of six months 
between tests.  
 
Temperature Test Half-Cell Potential (mV/CSE) 
(oC) Number Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3 Cell 4 
25 1 -490 -381 -421 -200 
15 1 -465 -385 -349 -269 
5 1 -447 -368 -350 -114 
5 2 -521 -478 -481 -205 
10 2 -424 -494 -492 -235 
25 2 -538 -512 -489 -202 
Table 3 Half Cell Potentials, Cells 1-4 
 
 
4. Discussion 
 
The acoustic emission technique has been shown to be an indirect 
measure of the corrosion rate, measuring the damage induced in the 
concrete by the production of expansive oxides. It has been demonstrated 
that AE is responsive to changes in daily temperature but not to 
‘seasonally’ induced temperature changes which were held constant. It is 
therefore suggested that the increase in AE associated with the diurnal 
cycles is a response to the change in internal microclimate induced by the 
change in temperature and not due to an increase / decrease in the 
absolute steel corrosion rate. This notion is supported in Figure 14 
showing the AE data obtained from Cell 3 whilst lowering the temperature 
in the static temperature room between tests. A clear increase in AE 
corresponding with the start of the reduction in temperature (which also 
reduced Ig) is evident. Once the temperature stabilised, the AE is returned 
to its original ‘background’ level. This pattern was also evident in the 
other two Cells. During this transition the control was silent suggesting 
that the increase in AE was not thermally induced. Consequently, if the 
increase in AE is as a result of an increase in Ig, the effect shown in Figure 
14 would not have been apparent. 
 
The mechanism behind this transitional increase in AE is not fully 
understood. However it is suggested that the increase in AE may be a 
result of changes in oxide composition, which may vary due to changes in 
water and oxygen content within the concrete matrix. As discussed in the 
Introduction, RHint is in constant non-equilibrium with the environment 
and in sheltered conditions, strongly influenced by temperature. Thus 
temperature-induced changes in RHint may result in a transitory increase 
in the availability of O2 during a reduction in RHint or H2O during an 
increase in RHint, enabling the formed oxides to undergo further reactions 
and increase in volume, thus exerting greater tensile forces within the 
concrete. Basheer and Nolan [7] have observed large variations in RHint 
corresponding to daily temperature variations, which would support this 
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view. A second source of the emission may be the opening and closing of 
microcracks within the concrete, formed as a consequence of corrosion. 
However, further work is required to establish the exact mechanism. 
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 Figure 14 Influence of Temperature Change on Energy Per Hour 
 
Whilst the variations in energy/second within each cell have been 
discussed, variations in energy/second also exist between Cells shown in 
Figure 11. This may arise because the actual dissolution rate is unknown 
as micro-cell activity may be occurring on the anode. In this case Ig is not 
equal to the dissolution current (Id) of the metal, but equal to the cathodic 
current flowing from the chloride free sample [33]:  
 
Ig = Id – ⏐IcA⏐ = ⏐IcC⏐      (1) 
 
The dissolution current, therefore, must equal the total cathodic current: 
 
Id = IaA = ⏐IcA ⏐+ ⏐IcC ⏐     (2) 
 
From visual examination it was found that the corrosion in all Cells was 
localised, thus the corrosion rate in the samples is likely to be greater 
than the measured Ig. The significance of this error on the results is 
dependent upon the difference in the ratio of anodic/cathodic processes 
occurring on the anode, across the Cells, which from Table 2 is relatively 
equal (assuming areas without corrosion products are active cathodically). 
 
The variation in corrosion rates resulting from seasonal temperature 
fluctuations was not clearly differentiated using AE within the scope of this 
work. Within real structures, the current density can range from 1 to 100 
µA/cm2 [34,35], depending upon the ratio of the anode to cathode area, 
resistivity of the concrete and oxygen availability. The increases in 
corrosion rates reported in this work are thus relatively small when put 
into context of the range of corrosion rates possible. 
 
As an aside, the energy per second of similar beams corroding at 10 and 
100 µA/cm2 has been obtained from a selection of beams from previous 
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work and another study [9,10], and are plotted in Figure 15 together with 
the data from Cells 1-3 which has been converted to current density by 
averaging the total galvanic current over the area of the anode and 
assuming that no micro-cell activity is occurring. Upholding the definitions 
of low, medium and high corrosion rates suggested by Andrade and 
Alonso [36], an empirical exponential relationship between corrosion rate 
and AE energy per second is apparent. Thus, the corrosion rates of the 
prisms monitored in the seasonal study can be classified as low to 
medium, offering a clear advantage over the half-cell, which only 
indicated a 90% probability of corrosion occurring in the beams. It is 
acknowledged that AE cannot determine corrosion rate, as it is not an 
electrochemical technique but may indicate the rate of damage occurring 
to the concrete, which itself, is indirectly related to corrosion rate. It has 
also been demonstrated in this paper that AE is able to detect low rates of 
corrosion, in and in some instances where the half-cell potential is 
indicating borderline nobility. This is achievable through non-destructive 
testing and without perturbation of the corrosion reaction. 
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Figure 15 Energy per Second for Different Corrosion Rates 
 
 
5. Significance 
The findings of this work suggest that AE measurements taken on a 
structure exposed to an external environment are unlikely to be 
influenced by the time of year in which they were obtained, moreover 
corrosion induced AE is detectable over the range of temperatures likely 
to be encountered in the UK. However, the time of day of the test appears 
to impart a greater influence, possibly due to the short-term changes in 
microclimate that occur within the concrete. 
  
It is clear from this work that when undertaking AE measurements on site 
a sufficient monitoring duration is required to average the high and low 
activity periods that exist due to the influence of temperature change in 
the diurnal cycles and stochastic nature of the emissions. Provided a 
suitable duration is determined, a reasonable and repeatable indication of 
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corrosion damage may be obtainable. For example, the average energy 
per second values of Beams 1-3 over the five 24 hour periods were 0.069 
(standard deviation (SD) = 0.018), 0.064 (SD = 0.018) and 0.164 (SD = 
0.064) respectively, which are comparable to the results of Cells 1-3, 
indicating a low corrosion rate (Figure15). 
 
 
6. Conclusions 
 
It has been shown that AE activity over a diurnal cycle mirrors the 
evolution of corrosion and temperature. It is suggested that this 
phenomenon is caused by changes in the internal microclimate of the 
concrete as it responds to variations in temperature. However, further 
work is suggested to investigate the exact cause of the emission. 
Consequently, if applying AE practically to determine the corrosion state 
of reinforcing steel exposed to an external environment any monitoring 
period must be of sufficient duration to enable the AE to be averaged out. 
 
It was found that while different ‘seasonal’ temperatures influence the 
magnitude of Ig, the influence of the seasonal changes had an insignificant 
effect on the magnitude of AE.  No AE was generated by thermal cycling. 
 
No restrictions on the ability of AE to detect corrosion were found based 
on high or low temperatures. Furthermore AE has been shown to detect 
low galvanic currents in concrete specimens, which in some instances the 
half-cell potentials indicated borderline nobility.  
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Abstract
The use of a non-destructive acoustic evaluation technique as a Risk
Based Inspection tool to detect the corrosion of steel reinforcement in
concrete is presented in this paper. It offers the potential to save time and
money for facilities owners and users. Recent research has demonstrated
that AE has the ability to identify corrosion activity in concrete before
conventional NDT methods, enabling faster intervention and increasing
the repair options available. Monitoring a structure using the AeCORR
technique, currently being researched and under development in the field,
can create a digital map of part of a structure enabling an unbiased
reference point for that structure for future maintenance tests as well as
being able to distinguish areas of active corrosion. This paper reviews the
principles and development of the new AeCORR technique for detecting
and estimating the scale of corrosion induced damage and its ability as a
tool to index test parts of structures.
1. Introduction
The detrimental role that corrosion of embedded steel rebar plays in the
service life of reinforced concrete is well documented (Boyard et al. 1990),
costing the UK an estimated £615m per annum. Over the past 25 years, a
number of methods for assessing the state of corrosion of reinforcing steel
have been under development (Vassie 1978, Dawson 1983, McKenzie
1987), but to date difficulties in accuracy and reliability are still present
(Dhir et al. 1993). Consequently a reliable and accurate corrosion tool that
can be used to survey reinforced concrete structures is required.
The AeCORR system is a novel, non-destructive technique for detecting
corrosion of embedded rebar in concrete and has been under development
over the last four years. Current electrochemical techniques such as half-
cell and linear polarisation are based upon the electrochemical dynamics
of the corrosion reaction. In contrast the AeCORR system detects
microscopic damage within the concrete created during the formation of
expansive oxide at the steel / concrete interface as a consequence of the
corrosion reaction.
2 Principles of AeCORR
Steel reinforcing bars embedded in good quality concrete are usually
protected against corrosion due to the existence of a protective g-Fe2O3
2film on the surface of the steel formed under the highly alkaline
conditions. In many cases the passive film remains intact for the life of the
structure, but can be destroyed by the following mechanisms acting in
isolation or together:
· The presence of aggressive species such as chlorides, that have
migrated to the bar depth or were added at the time of casting.
· The reduction in alkalinity due to carbonation of the concrete cover.
Once depassivation of the steel has occurred, corrosion of the steel
reinforcement can initiate if in the presence of oxygen and water. For
clarity the corrosion process can be divided into two reactions, primary
and secondary.
2.1 Primary Reactions
The primary reaction involves the coupled anodic and cathodic reactions
that take place on the metal surface. At the anodic sites, the metal ions
pass into solution as positively charged ferrous ions (Fe2+) liberating
electrons that travel through the steel to the cathodic sites. At the
cathode, oxygen (O2) and water (H2O) are reduced and combine with the
free electrons from the anode to form hydroxyl ions (OH-). To conserve
balance of charge, the OH- ions migrate though the pore water towards
the anode and combine with the ferrous ions diffusing from the anode
forming an electrically neutral ferrous hydroxide Fe(OH)2.
2.2 Secondary Reactions
Although the initial products of corrosion are Fe(OH)2 and occasionally
Fe3O4, these products can undergo secondary reactions by reacting with
water and oxygen present in the concrete pores forming a hydrous ferric
oxide Fe2O3.3H2O (or haematite) – usually seen as a red-brown rust. This
secondary reaction is significant to the durability of the concrete due to
the change in the volume ratio of corrosion product to steel. Ferrous
hydroxide has a volume of expansion of approximately 2.1:1, which can
increase up to ratio of 10:1 if secondary reactions proceed to the
formation of hydrous ferric oxide (Carney et al. 1990). The increase in
volume at the steel / concrete interface generates large tensile stresses in
the concrete, inducing microcracking in the concrete cover. Over a
prolonged period of corrosion, a sufficient volume of corrosion products
may accumulate resulting in the spalling or debonding of the concrete
cover.
The rapid release of energy yielded by the formation of a microcrack is
emitted from the source as a stress wave, detected on the surface of the
concrete by a piezoelectric sensor. The magnitude and frequency of the
stress waves will be related to the concrete properties (Ing et al. in
prep.a) and corrosion rate (Lyons et al. in prep.) therefore providing an
early warning system against debonding and steel section loss. The
detection and interpretation of these stress waves provides the basis of
the AeCORR technique.
33 Parameters influencing AeCORR Protocols
This paper describes the development of the AeCORR procedure by
providing a review of the influential parameters and shows how they have
been incorporated into the AeCORR testing procedure.
Cost-effective maintenance strategies for the repair of reinforced concrete
need to be based upon reliable information about the rate of corrosion
induced deterioration. The success of AeCORR to detect and monitor
reinforcement corrosion will rely upon an appreciation of the variables,
which can then be incorporated into Risk Based Investigation (RBI)
protocols. These factors can be broadly split into three categories:
environmental, electrochemical and material influences. The RBI
methodology incorporates the variables within these categories to enable
a full assessment of the condition to be made rather than just recording
instantaneous measurements.
3.1 Environmental Influence
The corrosion rate of steel in concrete is highly dependent on many
factors such as temperature, internal moisture content, resistivity and the
availability of oxygen (Liu & Weyers 1998). These factors simultaneously
influence the rate of corrosion and whilst they may be studied in isolation,
in practice they are inter-dependent and can have significant control upon
the rate of the corrosion reaction. An understanding of their influence and
an ability to incorporate their effects into a testing procedure is essential if
an accurate assessment of the corrosion rate is to be determined.
3.1.1 Temperature
The temperature of concrete imposes a significant effect on the corrosion
rate of reinforcing steel. An increase in temperature aids solubility of the
Fe2+ ions into the pore liquid of the concrete and consequently increases
the development of the anodic reaction, increasing the corrosion rate.
The change in internal temperature also induces changes in other
parameters such as the concrete resistivity, oxygen diffusion in the
cathode reaction and can reduce the critical Cl- concentration required for
depassivation. The overall influence of temperature is very complex but as
a rule of thumb, every 10oC increase in temperature corresponds to a
doubling of the corrosion rate (Bentur et al. 1997). Consequently,
implications arise as to when corrosion measurements should be taken,
and if normalised values are desired, adjustment factors must be used to
normalise the data.
3.1.2 Resistivity
Corrosion rate is found to be strongly dependent on the electrical
resistivity of concrete, which is influenced largely by temperature and the
internal relative humidity (RH) of the concrete. The ohmic resistance of
concrete may change significantly from more than 104 ohms in dry
concrete to about several hundred ohms when the concrete is fully
saturated (Liu & Weyers 1998). In very dry concrete the very high internal
concrete resistance arrests the corrosion rate to negligible values. (Parrot
1996), suggests that the minimum RH required to support corrosion in
4concrete is 75% RH. An upper limit of 95-98% RH has also been
suggested for very wet concrete because the corrosion rate can be
dramatically reduced due to oxygen starvation at the cathode in concrete
near or at saturation. This principle has been illustrated in Figure 1.
In natural conditions, the RH and temperature are in constant flux due to
diurnal and seasonal variations thus also causing the corrosion rate to be
constantly changing. Small changes in either temperature or RH may
significantly affect the dissolution rate, and in some instances, be
significant enough to suppress the reaction. It is also clear from Figure 1
that if the internal RH is below 70%, the corrosion rate falls to negligible
values in carbonated concrete, inducing a dramatic increase in the number
of years required to cause cracking. As AeCORR monitors for corrosion by
detecting microcracking activity, a low RH will affect the duration of the
monitoring period required. Therefore protocols are required that enable
an estimation of the rate of activity possible under the environmental
conditions present.
This is addressed within the procedure by taking resistivity
measurements. The resistivity values are grouped into three categories,
red, orange and green. It the measured values fall into either of the
former two, testing is possible. If they fall into the latter, monitoring is not
recommended, as the conditions are not favourable for corrosion activity.
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Figure 1  Influence of internal RH on corrosion rate in carbonated concrete (B ntur et al. 1997)
3.2 Electrochemical Influence
The electrochemical influences are concerned with factors such as the
corrosion rate, the corrosion type and oxide formation. Whilst there is
overlap between each of these factors, singularly they are of importance.
53.2.1 Corrosion Rate
Typical corrosion rate values of steel in concrete can vary from 0.1 – 100
mA/cm2 on real structures, with the values between 0.1-1 mA/cm2 being
the most frequent (Andrade & Alonso 2001). The maximum corrosion rate
a section of a particular structure is able to support will be strongly
influenced by the water / cement ratio of the concrete, which will
determine the resistivity and the oxygen permeability values of the
concrete.
The rate of corrosion has a significant influence on the time to failure of
the concrete. Figure 1 illustrates how different corrosion rates dramatically
reduce the time taken until cracking of the concrete cover occurs. Due to
this phenomena it has been shown that AeCORR is able to estimate the
rate of corrosion through measurement of the rate of damage
(Energy/sec) as shown in Figure 2 (Lyons et al. in prep). The Energy/sec
values are related to the rate of oxide production and microcracking within
the concrete. Not only does this give a reasonable estimate of corrosion
rate, but it also gives an indication of the rate of damage occurring within
the concrete cover.
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Figure 2 Variation in Energy/hour with corrosion rate.
3.2.2 Corrosion Type
Corrosion of steel reinforcement can be induced via two main processes:
the chloride ion or carbonation of the cover concrete. Whilst both methods
result in a loss of steel section and the production of oxides, there are
crucial differences between the two for which any protocols for a
measurement technique must cater.
6Carbonation induced corrosion causes a general loss of section of the
rebar over a relatively large area producing solid oxides on the surface of
the bar. Conversely, chloride induced corrosion is usually associated with
localised pitting corrosion. The acidic condition inside the pit prevents the
formation of solid oxides on the bar. Due to its localised nature and the
oxide type, pitting corrosion is sometimes not detected by existing
methods until extensive damage has occurred.
The AeCORR method incorporates the different corrosion types within its
protocols. Research has found that the technique is able to clearly detect
chloride-induced corrosion (Austin et al. in prep). Furthermore, the RBI
procedures help to identify which parts on the structure are at risk from
which type.
3.3 Material Influences
The material properties of a structure will not only influence the resistance
to corrosion and subsequent corrosion rate but will also affect the
magnitude of the emissions caused by microcracking.
It is essential that differences in the emission caused by variations in for
example, concrete strength, can be quantified to enable normalisation of
readings between structures.
3.3.1 Strength of Concrete
Reducing the water / cement ratio in concrete mix design usually results
in an increase in the compressive strength, increasing the resistance to
the ingress of aggressive species that may initiate corrosion. However,
good quality concrete alone is not sufficient to prevent corrosion occurring
and if it occurs a greater force is required to exceed the local tensile
strength of the matrix resulting in a larger stress wave being emitted
during micro-fracture for a given volume of corrosion.
Figure 3 Influence of Compressive Strength on Absolute Energy per Gram of Mass Loss.
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7Previous work (Ing et al. in prep.a) has suggested that an exponential
relationship exists between the compressive strength of concrete and
absolute energy per gram of steel loss, as shown in Figure 3.
4 Risk Based Investigation Procedure
To ensure successful application of AeCORR, a RBI procedure is under
development with the aim of determining whether active corrosion is
occurring on a structure, its location and how badly it is corroding.
To achieve this aim, the procedure has four objectives:
1 To enable an accurate and efficient application of the AeCORR
technology to undertake reliable and repeatable corrosion
measurements on reinforced concrete structures.
2 To assess the likelihood of corrosion occurring at a selected point on a
structure.
3 Using AeCORR adjustment factors, grade the extent of corrosion
induced damage of the structure into one of five grades, ranging from
A-E.
4 Using the grading band, and information about the type of structure
and history, be able to undertake a risk assessment of the structure for
the purpose of prioritising for maintenance.
These four objectives can be achieved by incorporating the influential
parameters (environmental, electrochemical and material) discussed in
earlier sections and combining them with structure specific information
The basic outline of such a procedure is presented in Figure 4.
The procedure in Figure 4 combines the environmental, electrochemical
and material parameters together to form a simple test procedure that if
employed correctly, will provide a reliable and accurate test technique.
The start for any structural investigation must be a comprehensive desk
study. This process assembles all the information about the structure
(age, exposure, orientation, concrete details etc) which is combined with a
preliminary visual survey to assess the risk posed to the structure. This
study is very similar to routine maintenance or principal inspections
undertaken on most reinforced structures. If the structure (or a specific
element) fails a number of predetermined criteria, the investigation can
proceed.
It is essential that on the day of the monitoring, conditions in the concrete
are known to estimate the ability of the concrete to support corrosion.
Therefore, conformance checks such, as resistivity measurements are
required prior to testing. The control protocol awards each element one of
three activity gradings based on the results of the conformance checks
ranging from very suitable to not suitable for testing.
8Obviously if the structure is suitable or above, testing can proceed. Each
type of structure has specific test protocols developed from field
experience to avoid collection of rogue or ‘bad’ data.
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Figure 4 Risk Based Investigation Procedure
After successful data collection, post analysis of the results normalises the
data for the factors discussed in Section 3. For instance, the strength of
9the concrete can strongly influence the rate of emission for a given mass
of steel loss (Fig. 3). Consequently, the strength of the concrete needs to
be normalised to enable comparisons and realistic assessments to be
undertaken. The weightings and adjustment factors have been developed
from extensive laboratory testing and field experience.
Finally the structure or structural element can be graded which will enable
prioritisation for repair and provide a benchmark for future testing.
5 Grading of Structures
The output of the AeCORR method grades the scale of activity on a range
from A-E, where A is Minor – insignificant, and E is Major – immediate
intervention recommended. This gives the engineers a clear and
immediate indication of the condition of the structure. Furthermore, in the
situation where engineers are responsible for hundreds of structures or
structural elements, it can provide a means of index testing, aiding the
formation of maintenance schedules (Ing et al. in prep.b). An example of
the grading chart is shown in Figure 5, which shows the results from an
area of a reinforced concrete swimming pool wall.
Figure 5 Activity grading chart
The numbers 1,2 and 4 represent three AeCORR transducers mounted on
the concrete surface. Transducer 3 was the designated control and
received insufficient emission to be graded due to the area being of sound
nature. Large areas of the pool wall were being broken out due to
significant deterioration from reinforcement corrosion. The warm, moist
conditions, coupled with the chlorides in the pool water had enabled
corrosion of the reinforcement to proceed unhindered leading to large
areas of delamination and spalling.
10
The area monitored had been highlighted by the visual survey as an area
of increased corrosion risk. Environmental conditions at the time of testing
enabled monitoring to proceed. The results show that the area monitored
indicated significant corrosion. Whilst this area had not yet delaminated
the results indicate that delamination would be imminent.
6 Conclusions
This paper has discussed a number of important parameters that were
considered during the development of a new corrosion detection method
for reinforced concrete. The focus of this paper has been the RBI
procedure that supports the new technique. The procedure is a result of a
significant amount of research that has recently been undertaken (Ing et
al 2002a, Austin et al 2003, Lyons et al 2002).
1 The AeCORR method offers the potential to accurately detect active
corrosion in reinforced concrete structures completely non
destructively.
2 The approach of the RBI method aims to incorporate the important
parameters in a well researched, structured and logical format to
provide a reliable detection procedure.
3 Using this RBI procedure, the grading of structures can be made more
easily and objectively, especially for planned maintenance of a number
of structures.
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Abstract
The corrosion of reinforced concrete structures is a major issue in the UK
and worldwide, both structurally and from a maintenance management
aspect. Damage induced by the corrosion of the steel can dramatically
reduce the designed service life of the structure through loss of bond
between the steel and concrete, or from localised loss of section of the
corroding rebars. Failure to manage the maintenance of reinforced
concrete may result in the premature replacement of the structure or in
extreme cases, structural failure. Avoiding such scenarios can be aided
through improved detection and monitoring of corrosion in concrete. In
addition, combining this with a condition management tool, capable of
benchmarking, index testing and prioritising areas of the concrete
structure(s) for remedial action, would provide robust facilities
management techniques for structural assets. This paper suggests how
the results of a novel non-destructive corrosion detection technique,
currently being developed, could be incorporated into a condition-
monitoring tool for the facilities management of structures. The
development of protocols based on laboratory and field data enable the
formation of a condition-monitoring tool forming part of a long-term
maintenance strategy for estate owners and managers.
Keywords: Concrete, condition-monitoring, corrosion
1 Introduction
Steel reinforced concrete is one of the most widely used materials in
construction due to its versatility and acceptability (Arora et al 1997).
Once constructed, good quality concrete can last for many years without
the need for any significant maintenance work, making it an ideal
candidate for high trafficked structures such as car parks and bridges.
Closure of such structures for maintenance can be a costly issue for the
structure managers or owners and be a source of major inconvenience for
the users. The situation can also be difficult in large residential buildings
where the interests of the residents, housing authorities and home-loan
organisations have to be considered (Parrott 1990).
Protection of the steel against corrosion is provided naturally by the highly
alkaline environment of the concrete pore water that chemically reacts
with the steel to form a protective passive layer. The stability of this layer
over the life of the structure is largely influenced by the ability of the
concrete to resist the ingress of aggressive species such as Cl- and CO2.
2Chloride ions may be added into the concrete mix prior to hydration as
admixtures and contaminates or, after hydration, from external sources
such as seawater and deicing salts. Once at the depth of the
reinforcement they are able to destroy the passive film (Batis & Routoulas
1999) and initiate corrosion when in the presence of oxygen and water.
During the corrosion process, the increase in volume of rust products
exerts stresses within the concrete that cannot be supported by the
limited plastic deformation of the concrete therefore inducing cracks
(Cabrera (1996) and Francios & Arliguie 1999). This weakens the bond
between the steel and concrete, reducing the bearing capacity,
serviceability and ultimate strength of concrete elements within the
structure. In the case of pitting corrosion, extreme section loss of the
rebar can occur before any visible cracking is evident on the surface,
presenting an invisible danger to the users and owners as well as being an
urgent maintenance issue.
Repair and rehabilitation of existing structures is becoming a major part of
construction activities. The estimate for repair and rehabilitation of the
U.S. transportation infrastructure exceeds several billion dollars (Auyeung
et al 2000) and is estimated to cost £600m annually in the UK. Corrosion
of reinforcement is a major contributing factor to the deterioration of
reinforced concrete structures and can lead to premature failure of
structural concrete. Corrosion is usually more common in older structures
which are more likely to exhibit low water / cement ratios and poorer
quality control during construction. Furthermore, it may take many years
for sufficient levels of chloride ions and or CO2 to migrate through the
cover to the rebar level. With the ageing bridge and car park stock in the
UK, the structural integrity of reinforced concrete is therefore increasingly
under threat.
This paper reports on the potential use and benefit to owners and estate
managers being offered by the new and innovative corrosion detection /
monitoring tool, AeCORR, under development at Loughborough University
in partnership with Balvac Whitley Moran, Physical Acoustics Ltd and
Atkins. Furthermore, it discusses how the technique, named ‘AeCORR’
could be incorporated into a condition-monitoring tool for the facilities
management of structures. A case study has been included detailing the
trial of AeCORR on a reinforced concrete swimming pool structure.
2 Corrosion Detection and Monitoring
Methods that assess the condition of corrosion of reinforcing steel have
been under development for over the last thirty years. However a need
still exists for a quick and practical tool which can be used to survey
complete structures (Dhir et al 1993).
2.1 Corrosion Model
Assessment of the loss of serviceability of reinforced concrete is made on
the basis of models or the measurement of corrosion rates using some
3form of measurement device. The most well known conceptual corrosion
model is by Tuutti (1982), shown in Figure 1, in which the service life of a
structure is divided into two stages; the initiation stage (ingress of
aggressive species to bar depth) and the propagation stage involving
active corrosion.
The gradient of the propagation line corresponds to the corrosion rate,
primarily influenced by temperature, relative humidity and oxygen
content. Thus the rate of corrosion will be constantly changing in response
to the local environmental conditions making predictions of time to failure,
based on an instantaneous measurement, difficult. Moreover, determining
the time of depassivation is also difficult, hence when assessing a
corroding structure, it is not usually known how far along the curve the
structure lies.
In any one structure, the time of initiation will differ for each area or
between elements due to local differences such as exposure, orientation,
temperature and cement content. These factors will also affect the
ensuing corrosion rate. Consequently, the situation arises where there are
multiple areas of corrosion on one particular structure, all at various levels
of activity and rate. For this reason it can occasionally be more economic
to remove just the active areas of corrosion rather than to remove the
chlorides from the whole concrete and to manage the risk of further
corrosion in the non-repaired areas by future monitoring (Guliker 1995).
Figure 1 Conceptual Corrosion Model  (Tuutti 1982)
2.2 Existing Techniques
Current techniques, such as the half-cell potential report the probability of
corrosion occurring based upon the potential difference between the half-
cell and the embedded steel. Its major limitation is that it can only
indicate the direction of the reaction (i.e. reduction or oxidation) and not
the rate.
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4Measuring the rate of corrosion is not directly possible due to conservation
of the balance of charge law which states that the net current in any
corrosion reaction must be zero. The linear polarisation technique, first
introduced for metals in solutions, attempts to quantify the rate of
corrosion by measuring the response to a small electrochemical
perturbation. However, questions still remain about the accuracy and
reliability of this technique on concrete structures.
Hammer testing is often used to find areas of advanced corrosion where
significant oxide build up has resulted in the cover being forced away from
the steel rebars.  In such circumstance air and water have easier access
to the steel, increasing the corrosion rate thereby worsening the degree of
damage.
3 AeCORR Corrosion Monitoring
AeCORR is a novel acoustic evaluation technique, able to detect corrosion
of the rebar by a non-destructive method. Extensive laboratory trials have
provided strong evidence of the ability of the technique to detect very
early age corrosion of steel in concrete (Ing et al 2003), and in some
instances, before detection by the commonly used half-cell technique.
3.1 Principle of AeCORR
The AeCORR technique is a novel approach to detecting corrosion in
reinforced structures. Unlike the two existing methods mentioned above,
the AeCORR technique is not electrochemically based, but rather is a
passive technique that detects the sudden release of strain energy during
the formation of a microcrack. The metallic deformation that is undergone
during corrosion is not as harmful to the steel as the damage imposed by
the formation of expansive oxides to the structure, resulting in loss of
structural bond. Consequently, by detecting the fairly regular microscopic
damage induced by corrosion, AeCORR is able to detect, indirectly,
reinforcement corrosion.
AeCORR comprises of a number of surface mountable sensors that are
placed directly onto the concrete surface. Depending upon the number of
sensors used, they may be placed singularly or in a triangular array to
enable global testing of an area offering the possibility of source location.
The sensors are connected to a digital signal-processing unit that converts
the analogue input into digital data, stored on the hard-disk for post-test
analysis.
3.2 Reliability
The essence of the AeCORR technique is the ability of the method to
detect corrosion only when it is occurring. For example, in saturated
concrete, the restriction of oxygen may result in very negative half-cell
potential readings, which cannot be associated with corrosion of the steel.
In this situation, AeCORR would correctly determine that corrosion was
not active due to the absence of expansive oxide formation.
53.3 Environmental Effects
Laboratory work undertaken at Loughborough University (Lyons et al
2003), has investigated the response of AeCORR to seasonally induced
changes to the corrosion rate. Current electrochemical methods are
largely affected by fluctuations in the moisture content induced by
seasonal climatic variations (CBDG 2002), however the modest changes in
seasonal corrosion rate were shown not to strongly influence the result.
3.4 Early Age Detection
One major benefit of AeCORR is the ability of the method to detect very
early age corrosion, thus enabling immediate intervention before loss of
bond and major delamination and providing the client with the maximum
opportunities for early remedial works.
Figure 2a illustrates a localised area of corrosion, on a 16 mm deformed
rebar placed in a concrete prism of characteristic strength 50 MPa, having
a nominal cover of 16 mm. Corrosion was induced on the specimen as
described in earlier work (Austin et al 2003). On breakout, it was
discovered that the area of corrosion was localised, with minimal
penetration into the steel surface (confirmed by removal of the corrosion
products). As shown in Figure 2b, there was no external evidence of
corrosion.
Figure 2a Corrosion of the rebar         Figure 2b No external evidence of corrosion
4 CONDITION MONITORING
It has been highlighted in previous sections that corrosion of
reinforcement is potentially a major maintenance problem for all concrete
structure owners. If left unmonitored, the scale of the corrosion is likely to
increase until such a point that immediate action is required. A structure
management procedure is therefore required that enables objective
decisions to be made, incorporating a detailed structure maintenance
strategy.
Current maintenance strategy is largely a matter of identifying
maintenance problems, establishing priorities and undertaking repairs
within the available budget (Jones 1989). Therefore, one of the main
objectives of any structure management procedure is to prioritise and
allocate funds in a manner that is most efficient and effective. In order to
facilitate this, structure owners require detailed information of the state of
6each structure and knowledge of how to best resolve the problems being
faced, which may vary from structure to structure.
AeCORR, together with the Risk Based Inspection process protocols, which
form part of the inspection tool, could be used as part of a prospective
structure management procedure, providing objective, decision enabling
information to the engineers.
4.1 Maintenance Management
Present practice is such that only small funds are available for inspection,
maintenance and repair therefore only the structures with the most
serious damage are dealt with and the remaining structures are left to
degrade to a low level of condition before any intervention is made
(Rostam (1989). This approach does not optimise the best deployment of
funding as chloride induced corrosion is a progressive problem and if
caught before or just after initiation, treatment is far simpler and cheaper
than if permitted to degrade further.
The AeCORR technique may be applied to structures to determine the
corrosion state of the reinforcing bars. Rather than provide estimated
corrosion rates or the likelihood of corrosion, which can be of little value,
AeCORR will give the output to the engineer in a form of an activity
grading on a scale of A-E. In this instance A implies no corrosion activity –
no further action and E signifies major corrosion activity – immediate
intervention required.
Figure 3 AeCORR concrete grading chart
The boundaries of the grading bands will be determined from a historical
database, ensuring an ever increasingly accurate analysis of the results.
The initial grading can be adjusted depending upon specific structural
properties such as strength of the concrete, or for environmental
conditions such as temperature, to improve accuracy of the grading. An
example of the grading structure is shown in Figure 3.
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7Obtaining a grading figure provides the structure management team with
a simple benchmark from which all future maintenance decisions can be
made. In the case of a relatively new structure, where corrosion is not
present, AeCORR may be combined with other inspection tests such as
chloride ion depth analysis. It may be found that whilst the AeCORR has
awarded the structure an 'A' grade because of the lack of corrosion, the
chloride ion concentration is close to the initiation threshold. Rather than
delay treatment (despite being awarded an 'A' grade) it may be prudent
to take relatively cheap remedial action before corrosion begins.
Conversely, the structure may be awarded a B, C or D grade, which would
indicate that the rate of corrosion-induced damage is within a progressive
stage. In this instance there may be three choices available to the
management team:
a) If awarded a B grade, it may be prudent to undertake further NDT;
b) to intervene as soon as possible to prevent further degradation or
c) to accept that the structure is in a bad state, but still in a serviceable
condition.
If early intervention is considered appropriate, then repeating the AeCORR
test a year or so later would assess the success of any remedial work,
represented by a lowering of the grade.
If the intended life of the structure is only for a few more years, then
option (c) would be a more effective strategy combined with yearly
inspections using AeCORR and minimal maintenance to ensure that the
deterioration does not increase significantly. Such a strategy would enable
comparable monitoring of the structure’s deterioration and enable an
objective assessment of the future life of the structure.
4.2 Index Testing
It is often the case that a large number of structures fall under one overall
maintenance plan, and the primary problem is the lack of detailed
information regarding the state of each structure. Furthermore, the type,
rate and effect of deterioration of concrete structures are often unique for
each individual structure, hence to compare condition between structures
can be an arduous task.
The AeCORR method may aid this process through provision of the simple
grading system, which enables listing the structures in order of the
activity weighting. On a high-level this approach would give the engineers
an objective list from the worst cases through to the low risk structures.
However, each structure could be decomposed into a number of structural
elements, which can also be graded. This enables prioritisation of both
structural elements within a structure (low level) and prioritisation
between similar structures (high level).
85 Case Study
An ageing reinforced concrete swimming pool, situated in central England
was the subject of a successful trial of the AeCORR technique. Chlorides
added to the pool water had over time permeated through the walls of the
pool resulting in corrosion of large areas of reinforcement, with the
corrosion reaction accentuated by the warm and consistent temperature
within the pool cavity.
Repair works to walls of the pool were confined to the spalled and
delaminated areas of the structure that showed severe section losses.
However, the possibility still remained that corrosion was occurring in
other locations, at an earlier stage in the propagation phase, before
spalling or delamination.
A damp area of concrete, near a construction joint was selected as a trial
location for AeCORR. This area exhibited a number of features, which
using AeCORR area selection protocol placed the area at high risk from
corrosion. A hammer survey prior to testing confirmed that the concrete
had not yet delaminated.
The half-cell survey results shown in Figure 3 indicated a 90% probability
of corrosion occurring in the centre of the damp area and the immediate
surrounding area suggests an intermediate probability. Using AeCORR the
actual presence of corrosion was to be determined, together with a
grading (A-E) of the rate of activity. The sensors were mounted as shown
in Figure 3, where Channels 1 and 2 were located on the outskirts of the
damp patch and Channel 4 located near the centre. Channel 3 was sited in
an area classed through the AeCORR site selection protocol as being of
low corrosion risk, out of range of the area covered in Figure 3.
Half Cell Survey of Wall Pool Section
0-100 100-200
200-300 300-400
400-500
Channel 4
Channel 1
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200 mm
200
 mm
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CSE Potential 
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> -200 mV 
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<-350 mV
<-500 mV
Corrosion
 Probability
Low (10%)
Intermediate
90%
>95%
Figure 4 Half Cell Potential results for section of pool wall
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9Figure 5 Grading results from AeCORR test (screen shot)
The results from the AeCORR test are presented in Figure 4. Sufficient
corrosion activity was detected over a 2-hour test period enabling grading
of the data. Channels 1 and 4 are clearly within the E grading, with
Channel 2 on the border of D and E. The control (Channel 3) had
insufficient activity to register on the scale. The E grading may suggest
that delamination is imminent if no action is taken.
The difference in grading between Channels 1,2 and 4 exists due to the
sensors being located at different distances from the corroding rebar. As
the stress wave emanates away from the source, the energy contained in
the stress wave is attenuated therefore those sensors furthermost away
will receive less energy. Using the difference in arrival times, rather than
the energy of a single stress wave hitting three sensors, this principle can
be used to locate the source of the activity.
To qualify the E grading, the energy per second values were compared
with a database of known corrosion rates versus energy per second, which
has been developed from extensive laboratory tests undertaken as part of
this research. To avoid errors in quoting specific corrosion rates, the range
of rates likely to be encountered on a reinforced concrete structure have
been dissected into corrosion bands (Andrade & Alonso 2001) as shown in
Table 1. The energy per second values for channel 4 (closest to the area
of corrosion) fall within the top end of the High corrosion band which is
consistent with the extent of corrosion found on the exposed rebar
undergoing repair.
Current density
(mA/cm2)
Corrosion Band
< 0.1 Passive
0.1 – 0.5 Low
0.5 – 1 Medium
1 – 10 High
10 – 100 Very High
Table 1: Corrosion Bands (Andrade & Alonso 2001)
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In summary, AeCORR has been shown to identify, locate and grade areas
of corrosion. In this case study, the pool was only required to be
serviceable for a further five years and as such no further areas were
broken out.
6 Conclusions
The new AeCORR technique is a promising method that can be used to
assess the state of corrosion occurring in a structure, and additionally be
used as part of a higher level structured maintenance plan.
AeCORR can enable ranking of a number of structures from the worst to
the best cases and highlight areas within a single structure that are in
need of repair, indicating rates of corrosion which other methods are
unable to do reliably.
Using AeCORR as part of a condition monitoring procedure, degradation of
the structure can be monitored over time, paramount in those cases
where it might be decided that immediate intervention is not suitable or
affordable.
AeCORR, combined with other testing, such as chloride sampling, can be
used as part of a preventative maintenance plan.
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Introduction
Repair and rehabilitation of existing structures is becoming a major part of
construction activities, with corrosion of the reinforcement being a major issue. The
estimate for costs for repair of the transportation infrastructure in the U.S. exceeds
several billion dollars1 and is equally a huge global problem due to reinforced
concrete being one of the most widely used materials in construction.
Research Significance
Existing methods for detecting steel reinforcement corrosion include potential
surveys, instantaneous corrosion rate determination, concrete resistance
measurements and hammer tapping surveys. Whilst each of these techniques have
their own merits, none are able to detect corrosion until the process is well advanced
and damage to the structure has occurred. Furthermore, no single technique exists
that can provide the engineer with accurate and reliable information about the rate
and extent of reinforcement corrosion which can provide justification for repairs and
aid structural maintenance decisions. Hence, the development of an early, reliable
and informative inspection technique would be of significant benefit to engineers.
This paper reports on the results of laboratory work undertaken as part of the
development of AeCORR(1), an innovative non-destructive corrosion detection
method based on an acoustic evaluation technique. Using piezoelectric transducers
mounted directly on the concrete surface, the technique detects the sudden release
of energy induced by microcracking of the concrete matrix due to the formation of the
expansive corrosion oxides.
The ability of the technique to detect the very early onset of corrosion has been
investigated together with the correlation between corrosion rate and acoustic
activity to enable predictions of corrosion rate.
Detection of Early Age Corrosion
The experimental procedure2 involved concrete test specimens, measuring 75 x 48 x
250 mm with a characteristic strength of 35 MPa. The specimens were singly
reinforced in the longer dimension by a 16 mm deformed rebar, positioned to give 16
mm cover on three sides. Prior to casting, the rebars were mechanically cleaned and
weighed.
The specimens were tested in batches of four, with one sample being a control. A
piezoelectric transducer was attached to each sample and connected to a digital
2signal processing board calibrated for this purpose by Physical Acoustics Limi ed(1).
Corrosion was initiated in three of the test samples using an impressed current
method3 set to a constant current density of 100 mA/cm2. The rebar formed the
anode whilst the counter electrode (stainless steel), was immersed in a 3% NaCl
electrolyte with a wet wick providing electrical continuity.
The test procedure modelled the natural ingress of chlorides into concrete. Initially,
the passive layer, formed due to the high pH of the concrete pore solution, provided
protection for the steel rebar against corrosion. During this period, extremely low
levels of acoustic energy were recorded. However the polarised rebar attracted
negative chloride ions from the electrolyte into the concrete cover eventually
exceeding the critical chloride concentration threshold resulting in localised
dissolution of the steel at the pre-set current density.
The production of expansive oxides due to the corrosion reaction induces micro
cracking at the steel / concrete interface. The sudden release of strain energy
produces discrete energy packets detected by the transducers, as a transient
waveform. The recorded signals are processed to give feature data such as energy,
amplitude and duration.
Plotting cumulative energy over time, a sudden increase in energy was found to
correspond with the initiation of corrosion, confirmed by breaking open some
samples during the period of low energy shortly before d passivation occurred and
some samples shortly after the sudden increase in energy. Those samples opened
before any significant energy were absent of corrosion, whilst those opened post
emission visually revealed small localised areas of corrosion, confirmed by a change
in mass loss. A typical example of this increase in energy is shown in Figure 1. No
external visual evidence of corrosion was present on the faces of the concrete
beams.
Relationship between Corrosion Rate and Energy Rate
To study the ability of the technique to detect different rates of corrosion, further
accelerated corrosion tests were undertaken. To simulate low to medium rates of
corrosion (0.1 – 5mA/cm2), specimens were fabricated by connecting singly
reinforced chloride free prisms to singly reinforced prisms containing 3% cast in NaCl
by weight of cement4. The ensuing galvanic corrosion was monitored together with
the acoustic energy recorded by the transducers placed on the surface of the
concrete. To model high to very high corrosion rates, the impressed current method3
was used at fixed current densities of 10 and 100mA/cm2.
The cumulative energy obtained over a 24-hour period was converted to energy per
second, plotted against corrosion current density and superimposed onto accepted
corrosion bands typical of reinforced concrete corrosion5 (F gure 2). The data
indicates a very strong exponential relationship between energy per second and
current density verifying the ability of the new method to detect differences in
corrosion rates within the realistic range of natural corrosion activity.
                                         
1 Trade Name
3Potential Applications of the Technique
The non-electrochemical dependence of the technique presents the opportunity to
apply the method in situations where existing methods are not suitable due to
electrochemical limitations, e.g. corrosion of epoxy coated rebars, stray current
corrosion and concrete that has been treated with inhibitors. In these cases, the
technique will be able to detect corrosion as well as estimating the magnitude of the
reaction. Previously only visual surveys and hammer testing has been possible in
these cases, after significant damage has occurred.
Successful application of the method requires careful interpretation of the data. All
existing and future data together with specific test variables is added to a knowledge
database and incorporated into application protocols to create a test procedure
based on significant experience.
Conclusions
The experimental results indicated that the acoustic evaluation method clearly
detects the onset of corrosion before any external evidence of corrosion is present
and has demonstrated an empirical exponential relationship between corrosion rate
and energy per second.
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of corrosion (screen shot)
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